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111
vaccine
arrives
locally

Funding
needed for
lengthening
school years

Sy KYSER LOUGH!
Staff Writet
The first round of HINI vaccines have aryived in Murray.
with more on the way.
Mun-ay State University's
Health Services received 350
vaccines Monday and set up
distribution yesterday afternoon. Judy Lyle, staff nurse.
said they had been waiting to
hear if they would be getting
any vaccines anti were informed
on short notice of the first shipment.
"We should be getting rnore
in," Lyle said. "We've targeted
the students first since they are
the highest risk but will make it
available to faculty and staff as
well in the future."
Lyle said the turnout from
the student population was better than expected for the free
vaqidne Announcements will
beilnade as additional vaccines
become available
Other local agencies are
receiving vaccines as distributed by the Calloway County
Health Department. Linda
Cavitt, site manager for the
health department, said they
received a small amount of the
vaccine and are initially trying
to hit the target groups. The
entire shipment is the nasal
spray form of the vaccine,
which is only for those in good
health and age 2 to 49 Cavitt

WEATHER

By TONI DERRY
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NAV FertiCaSt
By The Misdated Press
Thursday...Showers and a
chance of thunderstorms Highs
in the upper 60s Southeast
winds 5 to 10 mph. Chance of
precipitation 90 percent
Thursday night...Showers
ano a chance of thunderstorms.
Lows in the upper 50s South
winds 5 to 10 mph. Chaoce of
precipitation 90 percent.
Friday Mostly cloudy with a
40 percent chance of showers.
Highs in the mid 60s. Southwest
winds 10 to 15 mph
Friday night...Mostly cioudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers. Lows in the mid 40s
sunny
Saturday...Partly
Highs in the upper 50s.
Saturday night. .Mostiy dear.
Lows in the lower 4Gs.
Sunday. Mossy sunny. Highs
in the upper 50s
Sunday night ..Partty cioudy.
Lows in the mid 40s.
Monday ..Partly cloudy Highs
in the mid 60s.
Monday night. .Mostly clear.
Lows in the mid 40s
Tuesday . Mostly clear Highs
in the mid 60s

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & nines
Lon Ballard, Murray State Health Services staff nurse, administers the nasal spray version of the H1N1 vaccine
to Jacinta Scruggs, a junior business major from Louisville. Health Services was the first in Murray to receive the
vaccine and offered it first come. first serve. free of charge, to MSU students Wednesday.

MSU students to give pets 'the works'
at Saturday's ID Clinic, Doggie Day Spa
Humane Society ot Calloway County
Murray. State animal health
technology and pre-aetennary
students will bathe dogs, clean
ears and trim nails or provide
"the works" - a bath, ear cleaning and nail trim at this month's
Doggie Day Spa and Pet ID
Clinic. The event is hosted by
the
Humane
Society of
Calloway County and the MSU
Animal Health Technology/Preveterinary Club and will be held
Saturday, Oct. 24, from 9 a.m
to 2 p.m. at Carrnen Pavilion.
located on College Farrn Road
directly across fnam Calloway
C'ounty High School.
Thc Humane Society will
microchip dogs. A microchip
the size of a gniin of rice is
inserted between the shoulder

III See Page 6A
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March trial date set
in shooting at home
improvement store

peat° provided
Murray State University animai health technology/pre-veterinary students Kasey
Heidi, left, and Emily D'Angelo, nght, pause from giving a bath to "Peanut" at last
month's Doggie Day Spa.

BY KYSER LOUON
Fate Writer
anal P. Kotrala has
ser•ied as an ambassador
to South Korea from
Nepal, a journalist and a member of parliament but last week
his role was grandfather.
Koirala visited the United
States last week to spend time
with his son, Kanchan, who
works in pulmonology at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital, and his wife and
daughter. This marked Koirala's
second visit to Amenca and first
"casual" visit as his last had
been as a member of a United

K

Nations delegation
Before coming up to Murray.
he spent time in Nashville with
his daughter-in-law and other
members of the family. He %id
it WWI his env trip to Murray
and was an enjoyable one
"Murray is a very nice place.
It's quiet arid has friendly peopte. other cities are hectic and
tense," he said. "America is
such a charming country I feel
as if I have come to a big exhibition "
While in Murray, Kotrala said
he has had e chance to tour the
area and liked what he saw. In
particular. he pointed out the
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MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — A judge in
Mayfield has refused to lower bond for a
woman accused of shooting her husband at
a home improvement store.
Annmarie Smith's trial was scheduled on
Tuesday to begin March 25 on charges of
attempted murder and nine counts of wanton endangerment.
Police in Mayfield said Smith confronted
her estranged husband Mark Smith in the
plumbing department of the Lowe's store

tit See Page 2A

Ambassador, parliamentarian visits Murray

Koirala

!silt-MS:ORO I Or

Staff Writer
hat do Murray Independent and
Calloway County school district
officials think of President
Barack Obama's suggestion that youngsters spend more days in school; possibly
shortening summer vacations'?
The move may or may not help, but if
implemented, officials at both school districts hope any future mandates will corne
with funding to pay for them.
Obama has said American youngsters
spend too little time in school, putting
thein at a disadvantage with other students
around the world. according to a recent
Associated Press report
"Now, I k.now longer school days ant/
sehool years are not wildly popular ideas,"
he said. "Not with Melia and Sashm, not in
my family, and probably not in yoars. But
the challenges of a new century demand
more time in the classroom."
The president called for schools to add
time to classes. to stay open late and to let
students in on weekends so they have a
safe place to go.
Calloway Superintendent Steve Hoskins
says several other states have a longer
school year than Kentucky, but if the proposal goes beyond just the talking stage,
any additional minutes, hours or days in
the classroom must oe funded.

W

My Kathy Nadia
Executive director

•See Page 2A
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prices of items for sale at
Wittman.
"Everything there is cheaper
than in South Korea or Nepal,"
he said.
While just gem ig to see
Murray for the first time.
Koirala's family is no stranger
to the country. His father served
for many years as the Nepal
ambassador to the United States.
In fact. hc was in service when
President Kennedy wax assassinated. In addition. Koirala said
his father and two uncles have
all had temis as prime minister
of Nepal.
As an ambassador to South

Korea. Koirala said his job hasn't been as stressful as some of
the other ambassadors. He said
it's not as tense as with the larger counUies. From his observations of America, he said it's
important to continue the wish
lot more freedom.
"Amencan citizens are more
free and the separation of power
is more here That is the best
thing about the United States
that you don't find in other
countnes," he said.
From Murray, Koirala only
haa limited time before he is

•See Page 2A
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KYSER LOUGH/Ledger Times
PUMPKIN PAINTING: Caitlyn Davis. 4. of Murray, coats her pumpkin with paint while Jarrett Kelso, 11, of HazC, prepares to
start painting his. The program. held this week at Central Park in Murray, was sponsored by Calioway County 4-H and included pumpkin painting. bobbing for apples. cleaning up the park and a light dinner

Senate OOP to choose
new floor leader

HAWKINS TIAGUEA-sidger noes
',GUTH CENTER FUNDRAISER: The Ruling Star Lodge No. 5 recently held a fundraiser at
the Main Street Youth Center to add money to their charity fund, Pictured from left to right are'
George Maxwell. Joe Arnold, Mayor Danny Hudspeth, Chris Nord. Lewis Perry, Torr
Hornbuckle Jr.. Nathan Kelton and Jody Ward.
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required to return to South
Korea to resume his duties. He
said he will go back to
Nashville and then visit Atlanta
before boarding an I 1 -hour
flight back to South Korea.

Aase tOeeken?!
Open Friday, Saturday & Sunday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
CLOSING FOR THE SEASON OCTOBER 25TH
Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken, Seafoods, and
Now Featuring Grilled Tilapia, Mahi Mahi & Chicken
270-436-549*

Cold Weather Is Coming.
Get Your Car Ready With

II Trial...

Mrs. A

"More time on task. a longer
school year. more exposure to
the curriculum, and more
instniction would have to be
advantageous. I believe this
goes without saying." Hoskins
said. "My concerns would be
that many: of the mandates that
we are currently under are
underfunded."
Hoskins said the current situation with state revenues may
preclude any increase in time
teachers spend with students in
the classroom.
"I cannot imagine making any
additions to the school year...
Hoskins added. "The legislature
is fevenshly trying to find ways
to fund what we are mandated to
do already. We continue to
worry about budget cuts on a
daily basis."
Hoskins pointed out that
kindergarten is only 50 percent
funded while funds for transportation total only 80 percent.
"Textbook allocation has been
cut by 90 percent this year and I
could go on and on," Hoskins
said. "It would not seem prudent
at this time to lengthen the
school calendar unless funds
can be found to first fully fund
what is already mandated and
then additional money to pay for
any new mandates."
Independent
Murray:
Superintendent Bob Rogers
says schools should first begin
to maximize efficiency during
the current classroom schedule
to meet academic goals.
"No, I do not think that mandating more school days and
fewer days off for summer vacation would guarantee a better
educated student," Rogers said.
"Before we start rrquinng more
days, let's make sure everyone is
utilizing the time we have now

1-11N1...
From Front
said she is hoping to get some
shots in as well.
"They're saying we will have
plenty of both by the end of

November.- Cavitt said. "Right
now we are trying to get it out to
providers who have requested it
.. and are taking appointments
for the remaining doses here."
The
department
health
administered around 150 doses
of the vaccine yesterday and
will resume HINI vaccination

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
Fire fighters clean up the scene after an accident on 12th
Street Wednesday evening.

From Front

Staff %sport
A 77-year-old Murray man
was reportedly in stable condition
at
Murray-Calloway:
County Hospital this morning
after suffenng injuries in a twovehicle collision Wednesday
evening.
The Mun-ay Police and Fire
departments responded to the
collision on 12th Street at 5:38
p.m. Wednesday. MPD Sgt.
Tracy Guge said. She said
Haskel Smith, 77, of Murray,
was on Vine Street attempting
to make a left tum onto I2th

\\
\
I
S

Owe

Street when he pulled into the
path of Andreya Payne. 22, of
Murray, who was head south on
12th Strret. Smith was transported by ambulance to the
MCCH emergency mom and
Payne was transported to the
hospital in a pnvate vehicle
after being interviewed by
police.
MCCH
spokeswoman
Melony Bray said Payne was
treated and released and that
Smith was stable MurrayCalloway County EMS assisted
at the scent
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10 the M1X1MUM. Let kids be
kids a little while. Let them
swim and fish and play ball and
do things with their families in
the summer."
Help for those that may need
assistance would be a good idea,
Rogers said, however he also
pointed out the need to pa) the
bill.
"If some students neeu rernedation, provide funds for some
summer instruction," Rogers
added. "By the way, with the
track record of the state and
national funding for education.
why should we even think that
there would ever be funds available to pay for this."
Education Secretary Arne
Duncan has agreed with the
president. pointing out the
country's current requirements
are far outdated and need to be
brought into the 21st century.
"Our school calendar is based
upon the agrarian economy and
not too many of our kids are
working the fields today,"
Duncan said.
Youngsters in the U.S. spend
more hours in school (1,146
instructional hours per yeari
than do kids in Asian countries.
But Asian students consistently
outscore U.S. students in math
and science.
Researcher Tom Loveless of
the Brookings Institution looked
at math scores in countries that
added math instruction time.
Scores rose significantly. especially in countries that added
minutes to the day, rather than
days to the year, according to
the report.
"Ten minutes sounds tnvial to
a school day, but don't forget,
these math penods in the U.S.
average 45 minutes." Loveless
said. "Percentage-wise, that's a
pretty healthy increase."

2-yehick accident reported Wednesday

where he works on June 10.
Investigators said Annmane
Smith ftred five shots at her
husband, succeeding in inflicting only a minor hand injury.
According to an Associated
Press report the endangerment
charges were filed because
many customers and employees
were in the area where the
shooting occurred.
Annmatie Smith remains in
the Graves County Jail in lieu of
$500,000 cash bond
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From Front

From Front

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake-

Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www cypressspnngsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated b the Williams Famil
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Senate Republicans
plan to meet Fnday aftemoon
to choose a new majority floor
leader.
Senate GOP Whip Carroll
Gibson told The CourierJournal on Wednesday that Sen.
Dan Kelly had quietly resigned
the position a few weeks ago.
Kelly didn•t immediately
return calls to his Springfield
law office on Wednesday. He
declined to comment when
reached by the newspaper.
Senate President David
Williams said previously that
he expects Gov. Steve Beshear
to appoint Kelly as a circuit
judge for the Springfield area.
A panel that will recommend
three candidates for the judgeship is tentatively scheduled to
meet Friday. Beshear will name
one of the three to fill the
vacancy.
Kelly hasn't resigned his
Senate seat.

Aturray
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Economy recovering in many areas, not others
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Mrs. Mildred Ruth Tholnpson

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Cleveland and Rictunond, Va.,
Midwest is starting to see A regions reported growing
home
comeback in manufacturing and sales, though the gains
came
technology. Home sales are ns- from depressed levels.
mg in parts of the Northeast. But
But the picture is still far
states like Flonda, Nevada and bleaker in places hit
hardest by
California, still suffenng from the collapse of the
housing marthe housing bust, remain ket. Flonda reported
a recorddepressed.
high jobless rate of 11 percent.
The economy's tentative according
to
the
Labor
recovery is occurring in pockets Departmeilt. Nevada's
climbed
around the country, with some to 13.3 percent, also
a record.
states and cities starting to
Michigan. home of the batrebound while neighbonng tered Amencan auto
industry,
areas still struggle, two govern- claimed the highest
jobless rate
ment
reports
showed in the country - 15.3 percent.
Wednesday.
While Amencans still hold
They showed improving job tight to their wallets,
pickups in
markets in some Midwestern housing and
manufacturing
states, such as Indiana and Ohio. activity are leading the
budding
But other states, such as Rhode recovery in most of the
country.
Island, posted new record-high according to Fed's survey.
Mrs. Carol Compton
The funeral for Mrs. Carol Compton was Wednesday at 10:30 joblessness.
Economists warn that the
In the Fed's latest survey of improvements could fizzle,
a.m. at First United Methodist Church. Frankfort. Rev. Jack Brewer
and Rev. Billy Ray Jennings officiated. Pallbearers were Charles businesses nationwide, all but though, after government help is
Bush, James Harry Wilson, Bill Ness man, Junior Lewis, Jim Surbek two of 12 regions showed at removed. For example, gains in
and Donald Jackson, active; Charlie Clark, Dr. Rogcr Strunk and Dr. least some signs of improve- the housing market could be
Willis McKee. honorary. Burial was in the Sunset Memonal ment. Only the Atlanta and St. threatened if a tax credit for
Louis regions reported weaker first-time
Gardens.
homebuyers
is
LeCompte-Johnson-Taylor Funeral Home of Frankfort was in economic activity.
allowed to expire Nov. 30.
The survey found many parts
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at ljtfu"The rnain story here is the
, of the country either stabilized economy is starting to
neralhome.com.
turn
Mrs. Compton.66, Frankfort, died Saturday. Oct. I 7, 2009, at her or improved modestly over the around." said Robert Dye, senpast
six
weeks.
The Boston. ior economist at PNC Financial
residence. A native of Paducah she was the daughter of the late
Polly Anna Torian and Ivan Lovett.
She was retired from Farmer's Bank and was owner of Carol's
Creative Things. She was a decorator with projects at the
Governor's Mansion. State Capital and the Derby Train, special
WASHINGTON (AP)-The decision on vow strength.
events coordinator, costume maker for the First United Methodist United
States built pressure on
Obama
himself
said
Church annual Madrigal Dinner and Yuletide Festival and a master Afghan
President Hamid Karzai Vs'ednesday in a television interseamstress. She also was involved with making clothing for prema- on Wednesday,
signaling that a view he might not announce his
ture stillboms at Frankfort Regional Medical Center.
troop increase could ttinge on a decision on sending more troops
Survivors include her husband, Gene C. Compton; one son, successful
runoff election and until after the runoff.
Patrick K. Compton, Frankfort and former student at Murray State that
the Obama administration
Both statements had the subUniversity; one sister. Cynthia (Sissy) Bippert, Paducah; three would
be receptive to a power- de force of increa.sing pressure
brothers, Gary Lynn Lovett, Benton. Kenneth Owen Lovett, Calvert sharing
deal between Katmai and on Karzai by implying that the
City, and Daniel Ward Lovett, Miami, Fla.; and several relatives in his
chief rival.
administration's decision on
Calloway County.
A coalition government or U.S.
troop
strength
in
other political arrangement that Afghanistan might depend on
included Karzai's rival, former how the runoff turns out.
Foreign Minister Abdullah
The Massachusetts Democrat
Abdullah, could provide a criti- said Wednesday that it wasn't
cal internal check on Karzai, "cornmon sense" for Obama to
who is widely favored to win the determine whether more U.S.
presidential runoff set for Nov. troops should go to Afghanistan
WASHINGTON(AP)- Did fully understood.
7.
without knowing the election
you know that Lunesta will help
President Barack Obarna and results. "You really want to
"The take home point is that
you fall asleep just 15 minutes just because a drug is approved Sen. John Kerry, who pressed know that this has worked. and
faster? Or that a higher dose of doesn't mean it works very the administration's interests in you want to know what's comthe osteoporosis drug Z,ometa well," said Schwartz. in an inter- weekend talks with Karzai in ing out of it," Kerry said.
could damage a cancer patient's view with the Associated Press. Kabul, both hinted Wednesday
Officials said Obaina's pendkidneys and raise their risk of "You really need to know more that pending deliberations on ing decision had prominently
death?
to see whether it's worth the possible U.S. troop increases in
in the U.S. discussions
Chances are you didn't, and
Afghanistan could be affected
arzai about how to
neither did your doctor. Much of
Schwartz and Woloshin say by the Afghan leader's behavior. riragVe the political itnpasse.
what the Food and Drug FDA labeling frequently fails to
Karzai's weak and corrupSeveral officials stressed that
Administration knows about a provide a full picture of a drug's tion-riddled government has the looming troop plan decision
drug's safety and effectiveness effects.
been blamed in part for the was not used overtly to force
is not included on the label. say
In the case of Sepracor Inc.'s resurgence of the Taliban and Kaizai to concede on the electwo drug safety experts who are blockbuster
sleeping
pill for widespread Afghan civilian tion's contested first round, but
calling on the agency to make Lunesta, it's virtually impossible disillusionment
one highly placed U.S. official
that information more accessi- to tell how well the drug works
The Afghan national election in Afghanistan said the United
ble.
based on the labeling, which in August was marred by mas- States used Obarna's deliberaIn this week's issue of the only indicates that it worked bet- sive fraud that led to the discard- tion over troop numbers as
New England Joumal of ter than placebo, or a dummy ing of a third of the results, pro- leverage.
viding a wedge for the U.S. to
Medicine. researchers from pill.
That official spoke on condiDamnouth College argue that
Only by wading through the press Karzai to agree to the tion of anonymity because
drug labels don't reflect the FDA's 403-page internal review runoff with Abdullah.
Obama has not announced
nuanced decisions the FDA of Lunesta do the details
Kerry. whose meetings with whether he will agree to a U.S.
makes when deciding to emerge patients fell asleep 15 Karzai helped lead to the ninoff military request for thousands of
approve a drug.
minutes faster and slept 37 min- agreement over the weekend. additional forces.
The editorial from Drs. Lisa utes longer, on average.
said Wednesday after a White
Kamai and Abdullah settled
Schwartz and Steven Woloshin
"Lunesta patients still met House session with °barna that on the runoff following weeks of
recommends easy-to-read fact criteria for insomnia and report
the president should wait until acrimony over Afghanistan's
boxes to help patients weigh the ed no clinically meaningful after new election to make his fraud-pocked national election.
benefits and risks of medica- improvement in next-day alerttions.
ness." the authors state.
If drug labels sometimes
Despite that lackluster findexaggerate benefits and play ing, the drug has grown into a
down drug nsks, the authors say $600 million-a-year drug for
there's a very good reason: they Sepracor, helped by the compaare written by drugmakers.
ny's advertisements featunng a
WASHINGTON(AP)-The been posted to the Web site
While FDA must approve the green Lunesta moth. FDA
final labeling. the actual lan- review documents can also hide Florida congressman who said Wednesday afternoon.
Republicans want the uninsured
Republicans
guage is drafted by the manufac- critical safety information.
immediately
turer. with input from FDA sciThe authors point to the to "die quickly" if they get sick accused the outspoken Grayson
entists.
example of Novartis' Zometa, has set up a Web site where peo- of "morbid exploitation" for
The labeling is based on which was approved in 2001 to ple can post names of loved ones political gain. They also said he
results from company studies, prevent skeletal fractures in can- who have died for lack of health may have violated campaign
coverage.
finance laws or ethics rules by
which generally compare results cer patients with brittle bones.
Democratic
Rep.
Alan including a link on the new site
for patients taking the drug verThe drug was approved in
sus those taking placebo. If FDA both 4-mg and 8-mg doses, Grayson of Orlando titled the to his campaign Web site.
decides the drug's ability to treat despite FDA findings of site "Naines of the Dead." He
or prevent a disease outweighs increased kidney damage and says it is intended to honor peoits side effects, the agency is death with the higher dose. FDA ple who die without health care.
obligated to approve it. But went back arid added language Grayson has cited research
Schwartz and Woloshin point about kidney toxicity in 2008, showing that 44,000 such people
out that benefits may be slim but the information about death die etch year.
Several names had already
and potential harms may not be rates is still missing.
lbe turieral tor Mrs Mildred Ruth Thompson was Wednesday at
2 p.m. in the Honibeak Funeral Chapel, Fulton. Rev. JAITIC3 Lawson
officiated. Burial was in the Mt. Zion Cemetery.
Online condolences may be made at www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.com. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Mt. Zion
Cemetery Fund, c/o Wayne Lawrence, 265 Wilson Rd., Water
Valley, KY 42085.
Mrs. Thompson, 83, Fulton, died Monday, Oct. 19, 2009, at 7:19
a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
A lifelong resident of Fulton, she had worked for the former
Henry I. Siegel Clothing Company and was a member of Mt. Zion
Cumberland Presbytenan Church.
Preceding her in death were her husbarid. Delbert E. Thompson,
her parents, George and Beulah McCrre Babb, and two brothers.
James and Robert Babb.
Survivors include one son. Tommy Thompson, Fulton; one
grandson. Bryan Thompson, Fort Wayne, Ind.. two great-grandchildren, Kaytlin Thompson and Shelby Thompson, and one brother,
Max Babb, all of Murray.

Services Group. -This is not a
consumer-led recovery. This is
very much a stimulus-led recover) And it begs the question:
What happens whcn the government supports are withdrawn?"
Factories have been increasing production as businesses
restock depleted inventories.
Part of that restocking was due
to the Cash for Clunkers prognun this sununer which caused
a bnef burst in car sales.
By contrast, the Fed said the
weakest link in the recovery is
commercial real estate, with
vacancies tugh across the country and businesses unable to get
credit to buy or build conunercial space.
The nation's unemployment
rate climbed to a 26-year high of
9.8 percent in September. and is
expected to top I() percent this
year. Economists predict it will
rise as high as 10.5 percent by
the middle of next year before
slowly dnfting down.
The Labor Department report
said unemployment rose in 23
states last month. Wtule layoffs
have slowed, companies remain
reluctant to hire. Forty-three
states reported job losses in

September, while only seven
gained jobs.
The findings of the Fed survey will figure into discussions ,
when Fed Chairman Ben '
Bernanke and his colleagues
meet in early November. The
Fed is expected to keep interest
rates at record lows into next
year to help foster the recovery. :
Many analysts believe the i
economy started to grow again
in the third quarter. Results will
be out next week, and a return to
growth would be a turning point
for the economy after a full year
of contraction.
The Fed survey, known as the
Beige Book, offers anecdotal ,
snapshots of economic and
financial activity nationwide •
from businesses which are on
the front lines of the economy.
information for the report was
collected before Oct. 13.
The tone "was more tentatively positive," said economist:
Jennifer Lee at BMO Capital.
Markets. "Not super-duperjumping-up-and-down-with-•
great-excitement positive, but.
slightly more optimistic thiu
seen in recent reports."
44.;
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U.S. pressures Karzai; troop increase in play

Experts: Key drug facts
left off FDA label

Congressman's Web site
honors uninsured dead

But both sides also are considering a coalition government that
could either replace the runoff or
follow it.
State Department spokesman
Ian
Kelly told
reporters
Wednesday that the U.S. would
not be opposed to a power-sharing deal. depending on its legitimacy and how it was implemented. Obama appeared to
allude to the still-fluid discussions Wednesday.
"I think we're still in-finding out how this whole process
in Afghanistan is going to
unfold," Obama said in an Interview on MSNBC.
While careful to say that any
power-sharing deal would have
to come from the Afghans and
not the U.S., American officials
were clear that Karzai's reluctant acceptance of a runoff vote
may not be enough by itself.

14'

Karzai and Abdullah have
publicly dismissed the idea of
sharing power, but there have
been reports of private horse-,
trading discussions before at
since Tuesday's announcerne
of the ninoff.
•••
Kerry told reporters after:
meeting with Obama
Wednesday that in Afghanistaci
.
he "did not discuss nor did A:
even attempt to put on the table:
the concept of a coalition."
It would be inappropriate tec
raise that possibility and woulk
make it seem to Afghans that thk
United States was calling thk
shots. Kerry said.
However, he acknowledgek
the issue was being discussed tat;
Kabul, and said there may havii?,
been talks between the Karzai;
and Abdullah camps on it "evee:
today."
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OPENING SOON!

Kopperud Realty's Open Houses
sthattay, adokvi 24, 2009
2:00 Am-4:00 ent

2:00 Ant-4:00 pm

itablcs
Kicks
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1 16 Larkspur Drive

358 Maplewood Circle

CA)RTIE011S NEW CONSTRUCTION' Thu. 4 bedroom, 2
bath hnck home is located on a corner lot in Cainpbell
Estates Home features 9 fot.9 ceilings throughout. spacious
great room with nice hardwood flooring. crowr molding. and
recessed lighting (-balmiest kitchen features Kratimaid oak
cahtnetry. ceramis tile floors. stainless steel applianses and
large breakfast arca with access to the covered back porch
Pnced at 8231,9(10 MLS /52791

Approximately 1.5 Miles East of Murray

"II Moto `-st

IMMACULATE HOME ON 2 LOTS AND LOCATED IN MAPLEWOOD ESTATES' This 3 hethocan, 2
bath home was built in 2007 and features hardwood
floors. a large master suite. open floor plan, and vaulted ceilings in the living mom and ktichen Pnced
reduoed to $174,500. MLS /48390

751-12-'12:

Trends N Treasure
MERCHANTS MALL
FLEA MARKET VENDORS,
ANTIQUE VENDORS,
CONSIGNORS WANTED
FABULOUS RETAIL LOCATION
1306 South 12th Street, Murray
(across from Dwain Taylor Chevrolet)
A variety of booth sizes available as low as
$1.50/sq. ft. per month.

CALL NOW TO RESERVE YOUR RETAIL SPACE
270.761.MALL • 270.293.4160
(6255)

4•illtureday, October 22, MN
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What we should do
and who vve should be
For several weeks we have come in or
considered in this column the the fire be
nature of work.
Men and put out.
women, and at times in histoThe work
ry. even children, wort.
of the world
Sorne individuals live for is common
the time when they can retire as
mud,
from work; others "live to Botched, it
work," and dread the day when smears the
they no longer feel useful.
hands,crumWe all yearn to live lives bles to dust.
that matter. Mark R. Schwehn But the thing
and
and Dorothy C. Ba.ss edited a worth doing 117:ay
By James
volume of readings titled "Lead- weI I
done
Duane Bolin
ing Lives That Matter: What has a shape
Ledger & Times
Vve Should Do and Who We that satisfies,
Columnist
Should Be."
clean
and
They include a poem by Mar- evident.
gin-et Piercy, "To Be of Use,"
Greek amphoras for wine or
first published in 1973. The oil, Hopi vases that held com,
poem, as the editors state in are put in museums but you
introductory remarks, has been know they were made to be
"widely read and frequently used. The pitcher cries for
anthologized," perhaps because water to carry and a person
it resonates with people "who for work that is real."
feel that their work is not 'of
Work that is real. That sort
use.' or because so many long of work is the work that we
for work that is 'real,' as the yearn for. and that sort of work
poem concludes."
is the work that satisfies. The
poem suggests that how Jesuit poet,
people work is as important
Gerard Mtuiley Hopkins,
as what they do. Here is Mar- wrote that "it is not only prayer
garet Piercy's poem, "To Be that gives God glory but work.
of Use":
Smiting on an anvil, sawing a
"The people I love the best beam, whitewashing a wall,
jump into work head first
driving horses, sweeping, scourwithout dallying in the shal- ing, everything gives God glory
lows and swim off with sure if being in his grace you do
strokes ahnost out of sight.
it as your duty."
They seem to become natives
I remember such work when
of that element, the black sleek I see in my mind's eye my
heads of seals bouncing like pharmacist father at the prehalf-submerged balls.
scription counter or my mothI love people who harness er in her kitchen. Work that
themselves, an ox to a heavy is real.
cart, who pull like water bufThis is the work for which
falo, with massive patience, who we yearn.
The "Vocation
strain in the mud and the muck Prayer- from the Saint Meinto move things fonvard, who rad Prayer Book reads, "Lord,
do what has to be done, again let me know clearly the work
and again.
which you are calling me to
1 want to be with people do in life. .A...nd grant me every
who submerge in the task, who grace 1 need to answer your
go into the fields to harvest call with courage and love and
and work in a row and pass lasting dedication to your will."
the bags along, who are not
Duane Bolin teaches in the
parlor generals and field desert- Department of History at Murers but move in a common ray State University..
rhythm when the food must
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lc Tales' hot off the ress
Splitting, splintering, crackling, crashing are just some of
the descriptive words used in
this amazing book. And the
images are enough to make
your teeth chatter, with references to ice, snow, and cold
nights in dark houses. On the
bnghter side, there are pleasant scenes of families playing
board games; canopies of iceglittered trees against stunning
blue skies; a stalwart dad finding a place to buy doughnuts
when it is impossible to nistle up a hot breakfast of bacon
and eggs at home.
These memones of the great
ice storm of 2009 are included in a regional best seller that
is already in its second printing. The anthology, entitled
"Icy Tales," was produced by
Murray State University's Purchase Area Writing Project
(PAWP). Writers in grades 3
- 12 were invited to submit
their work in response to the
ice storm that raged through
the region in late January, affecting life at home, work and
school for weeks - and sometimes months
to follow.
Two-hundred and forty-two
pieces were sent in, and three

members of the PAWP board
read every one. They decided
to publish all the work, with
twenty' per cent classified as
"commended" writings. As a
result, students were ecstatic
to see their writing in a real
book, and the rush of requests
for copies from parents, grandparents and family members
made "Icy Tales" 01 in the
hearts of scores of readers.
Despite the fngid topic, paging through the anthology is a
heartwarming
experience.
Tashana Beasley's "Apology
from the Gas Pump" is one
that stands out. The 4th grader from Paducah's McNabb
Elementary speaks in the voice
of a conutte gas pump who
understood the hardships created for families unable to gas
up their vehicles when there was
no electricity.
Another favorite is a rap by
Barrett Looper, of Carlisle
County High School. It begins
like this: "Ice Ice Baby/ I got
a generator and maybe/ Feel like
I been here 37 hours/ Cause
I still ain't got no power."
Kevin Bradshaw, a 7th grader from James Madison Middle School, descnbes bound-

ing out of
bed, thrilled
at
the
thought of
no school on
the first day
of the storm.
But when he
realized
there was no
electricity,
his plans to
Main Street
play video
By Constance
games and
Alexander
ride his dirt
Ledger & Times
bike
were
Columnist
thwarted. "I
guess I will
have to spend a day like the
pioneers," he grumbled, though
in the end, he learned "to be
grateful for the things we feel
entitled to.A 4th grader from Crofton
Elementary. Bethany Hunter,
titled her memoir, "Icy Depression.'' She described the storm
as a living nightmare, though
she also admits,"I slept through
it,'' and declares that she "had
to use more than five blankets" to stay warm.
Hayden Jaco, in 3rd grade
at Benton Elementary, writes
with the clarity of a joumal-

ist: 'The storm came on the
night of January 28th, leaving
most of Kentucky with thick
ice."
A 12th grader at Carlisle
County High School, Katrina
Bailey used poetry to paint a
clear picture of the storm: "Are-,
tic winds/ Last at the earth/
Ice smothers/ Everything in its,
path/ Silence/ Then.../ Pop!
Sswhhh!/ Like fireworlcs. Limbs
fall/ Power lines tumble/ Power
out." She ends her last stanza
referring to prayer, hoping there
is "somehow, some way get
us through this."
As vivid memones of the
ice storm fade,"Icy Tales" keeps
them alive, safe between its
pages. Hats off to all the young
authors and to the Purchase Area
Writing Project for taking the
initiative to showcase student
work in a professional and caring manner. For more information about PAWP, log on to
http://campus.murraystate.edu/p
awp/.
Read Main Street online at
wwwmurrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@ newwave
comm.net.

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Washington. D.C. 20510

Russia, U.S. still at odds over Iranian nukes
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against Iran for its nuclear program
could
become
"ine v i table.'' Washington's reaction may have been significantly premature.
Dmitry Medvedev's words
were seen as a major Kremlin shift and one that would
buttress U.S. attempts to combine renewed negotiations with
Tehran and a united front that
threatened Iran with punishing
global sanctions for failure to
come clean.
The lJnited States, Bntain,
France and Gerrnany believe
Iran is trying to build a nuclear
weapon behind the cover of
what Tehran says is a program
designed solely to enable a
homegrown network of reactors to generate electricity.
Russia and China, the other
two key players who engage
Iran on the nuclear issue. had
routinely' rejected tough sanctions, arguing that negotiations
were the way fonvard.
But Medvedev emerged from
talks with President Barack
Obama on the sidelines of the
U.N. General Assembly last
month to declare of Iran. "In
some cases, sanctions are
inevitable."
While clearly delighted with
those words, the White House

AP NEWS ANALYSIS
By STEVEN R. HURST
hotly rejected analyses that
Medvedev was signaling a
course change as a payoff for
Obama's decision a week earlier to scrap a missile defense
shield in Eastem Europe.
The U.S. missile system,
conceived under the Bush
administration purportedly to
defend against attack from Iran,
had become a major factor in
detenorating U.S.-Russian relations.
Nevertheless, the president's
top Russia adviser acknowledged that the decision against
moving forward on missile
defense — a deployment that
Moscow said would have threatened its secunty — was a factor in Medvedev's remarks.
While Medvedev said sanetiors could become necessary,
Moscow was not long in telling
Washington — and major trading partner Iran -- that the
time had not come yet.
"Threats, sanctions and
threats of pressure in the current situation, we are convinced, would be counterproductive," Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov said as
U.S. Secretary of State Hillary'
Rodham Clinton was in the
Russian capital last week.

Arid Prime Minister Vladimir
Putin, who absented himself
on a trip to Beijing, drew a
line under Lavrov's comments.
"If we speak about some kind
of sanctions now, before we take
concrete steps, we will fail to
create favorable conditions for
negotiations," Putin said. "That
consider such talk
is why
premature,"
Positions could clarify somewhat in Monday talks in Vienna, where the U.S.. France,
Russia, the U.N. nuclear agency
and Iran hash out a proposal
that would send some of
Tehran's low enriched uranium to Russia for further processing to fuel an aging Iranian reactor used for medical
research.
If expanded, that program
might become the model for
undercutting the need for Iran
to continue with Iranian uranium enrichment, a technology which could shortly achieve
the sophistication to boost low
enriched uranium for use in a
nuclear weapon
And later this month. Iran
will allow U.N. inspectors from
the Intemational Atomic Energy' Agency to examine a newly
disclosed uranium enrichment

facility under construction near
the holy city of Qom, a nuclear
plant that Iran only notified
the world of just days before
it was announced to the world
by Obama, French President
Nicolas Sarkozy and Bntish
Prime Minister Gordon Brown.
Iran's new, if limited readiness to cooperate after years
of stonewalling once its secret
nuclear program became public could portend a more significant shift by Tehran. And
Medvedev could be partly
responsible.
"This time, it seems to me
they (the Russians) are moving a bit to suggest to Tehran
that Russia should not be taken
for granted or ignored when
it comes to meeting what Russia also says are legitimate
expectations about Iranian
behavior," said James Collins.
a former U.S. ambassador to
Russia.
But, he said, the "administration probably' overplayed
their hand" in that the Russians' patience for negotiating
with the Iranians could stretch
far beyond that of Washington. In the U.S. the urgency
of capping Tehran's perceived
nuclear
threat is
deeply
enmeshed in the messy and
highly partisan domestic political climate — a heavy drag
on Obama's ambitious agenda.
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Quilt Lovers of Murray will hold
special events on Saturday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will hold its second
annual holiday bazaar on Saturday from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the community room of
Calloway County Public Library. Fresh
baked goods, hand-crafted gift kerns and
holiday and traditional quilts will be featured.
l'eatured will be a bed turning event of
where quilts are layered one on top of the
lo's
other on a bed tlutt is placed on a stage. As
Datebook each quilt is held up for the audience to view,
By Jo Bunceen a narrator will tell that quilt's story. This will
Community
be at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. Warm cider will
Editor
greet visitors along with hourly door prize
drawings. Admission is free.

Bazaar, Bake Sale Saturday
Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have
its annual bazaar and bake sale on Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon at
the club house, 704 Vine St.. Murray. The public is urged to attend.

NARFe meeting Friday
The Kentucky Lake Chapter of NARFE will meet Fnday at
!I:a.m. on Fnday at August Moon Restaurant. President Hubbard
urges everyone to attend. The NARFE magazine has information
critical to current law..

Blood Drive is today
Calloway County Chapter of the Amencan Red Cross is holding a
blood drive today (Thursday) from 12:30 to 5:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main St., Murray.
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The Harlem Wizards Basketball Team will play the Laker
Legends tonight (Thursday) at 6:30 p.m. at Calloway County High
School gym. This is being sponsored by. the CCHS PTA. Tickets
will be available at the door,

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Fnday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky.. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

CCHS event planned Friday
Calloway County High School Football Team will announce their
little league football players and honor all community heroes on
Fnday at the home football game with Hopkins County Central
High School. All conununity heroes.(miiilary, fireisea and women
and police officers) will got in free tdItsarrge wAlt proof of serv!cc. The cost of the game is S5 per person teiedimission. Litle
League players will get in free.

Reformers'group will meet
Refortners' Unanimous. a faith based addictions program. will
meet every Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Ea.stwocx1 Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Knitters and Wannabees meeting
Knitters and Wannabees will meet Fnday at I p.m. in the community room of Calloway County Public Library. Al! knitters are welcome. Bnng your own project or the group can help you get started
on one. Also the group will knit hats and scarves for the Santa
Project. Join the group for an hour or two of fun and friendship. For
more information call Dot at 753-4803.

Knitting Group will meet
Knitting Group (Prayer Shawls) will meet Friday at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church. Those attending knit or crochet shawls.
The group has given 20 shawls to Hospice for the pauents and also
to homebound persons. All interested women are invited. For information call the church at 753-3812.

Make A Difference Day Saturday
The 73rd Make A Difference Day will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to
1 p.m. in the parking lot of Murray State University Roy Stewart
Stadium This day is also recognized as National Make a Difference
Day. The Super Shredder will be present along with a scrap collection. sponsored by Calloway County Solid Waste Management.

Jason Ryan Gray and Tiffany
Lynn Anderson Lee are the par&Its of a daughter, Lyric Starr
Gray, bom on Monday, Oct. 12,
2009, at 3:40 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
, The baby weighed 7 pounds 3
ounces and measured 20 3/4
inches. Three brothers are Tnpp
R. Cleaver, Jhanzen C. Cleaver
and Ayden S. Lee.
Grandparents are Wendy
Heatherly and Ronnie and Reta
Gray. all of Murray.
Great-grandparents
are
Marshall and Virginia Gray and
Nancy Futrell.
Aunts and uncle are Amber K.
Anderson and Scottie and Carla
Gray.
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Calloway Homemakers holding sale
The
Calloway
County
Homemakers are beginning
their 18th annual poinsettia sale
The sale started Oct. 1 and will
close Nov. 20, according to Judy
Stahler, sales chairman.
This year's plants are coming
from Young's Greenhouse in
Gallatin. Tenn.. who furnish the
poinsettias for the Opryland
Hotel poinsettia tree. This year
the Calloway County High
Band Boyysters will also be helping the homemakers sell poinsettias as a money maiung project.
'The poinsettias with 5 to 7
blooms in a 6 1/2 inch pot will
sell for
and the poinsettia
with three plants in a 1/2 pot
will sell for SI6. Each pot will
be shipped ready for delivery in
gold Christmas paper unless a
different color is requested.
Delivery. date for all poinsettias will be Dec. 3 from 2 p.m.
until all plants have either been
picked up or delivered. First
United
Methodist Church
Family Life Center on South 5th
Street will be this year's pick up
point of delivery.
Orders may be placed with
any homemaker, band member,
by calling Stahler at 753-7387,
or calling the County Extension
Oftice at 753-1452.
Stahler said, "If poinsettias
can not be picked up. the home-

_
Photo provrded

Pictured are Carol Chnstenbery, New Concord Club, Carol Frashetski, Potpourri Club, and
Judi Little, president of Calloway County Homemakers, with the poinsettias for the special
project.
makers will personally deliver
all plants to buyers and will be
delighted to deliver to any one
by another person with a gift
card on each plant. Businesses
and churches ordering plants
will be billed at a later time."
Five colors are available in
the 6 I/2 inch pots at the men-

honed pnces: White. marble,
new white glitter, pink and
Christmas red, and 4 colors:
White, marble, pink and
Christmas red in the 8 1/2 pot.
White glitter is a Christmas red
with white specks on the leaves.
Stahler said, "Our services
are especially open to all busi-

nesses and churches within the
Calloway County and surrounding areas. The Calloway County
Homemakers
and
Band
Boosters appreciate the suppon
of everyone in this mutual fundraising drive, and we look forward to serving the community
during this holiday season."

Fort Heiman Camp will hold memorial service
Fort Heiman Camp # 1834,
Sons of Confederate Veterans,
Murray, will conduct a memorial service and .military grave
marker dedication for Pvt.
Jarnes P. Vance (1842-1862), a
Confederate soldier of Company
H, Third Kentucky Infantry,
CSA, on Sunday at 2:30 p.m., at
Haynes Cemetery, Calloway
County. Kentucky Division
Chaplain Rev. Joe Thorn will be
conducting the service. The
new military headstone was
acquired through the help of
VFW Post 6291 of Murray. The
public is invited to attend.
Pvt, Vance of Calloway
County was severely' wounded
in action at the battle of Shiloh.
Tenn., April 6-7. 1862 and captured on the field of battle. He

was transported to Paducah as a
wounded pnsoner of war, but
less than two weeks later he died
there in a hospital. His body
was then brought home and
buried. now lying alongside
other members of the Vance
family.
To get to the cemetery from
the intersection of Fourth Street
and Main Street: Highway 94 tn
tvturray take Ky. Hwy. 94 East
10.4 miles to Highway 1346:
turn nght onto Highway 1346
and go 1.1 miles to Kirk Ridge
Road: tum left onto Kirk Ridge
Road and go 3.1 miles to
Haynes Cemetery Road: turn
slight left
onto
Haynes
C'emetery Road and go 0.6 miles
to Haynes Cemetery. overlooking Kentucky Lake.

Pvt.
Vance
was
born
December 15. 1842 in Calloway
County, Kentucky, to parents
Andrew
and
Parmelia
(Cunningham) Vance. At the
age of 19 years old he would die
April 18 or 20, 1862 at Paducah,
McCracken County, defending
the pnnciples of the Declaration

Alexander will have book signing
Dr. Steven Alexander, LPCC,
will have a book signing for his
recently published book, "In--We Trust," on Saturday from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. at New Life Book
Store on the west side of the
downtown Murray. Courtsquare.
Alexander said "the book is
an absorbing and entenaining
book that encourages one to
seek answers to age-old questions of life, death and Personal
Peace, and in doing so, embrace
the wonders of our physical,
emotional and spiritual selves
and the universe that contains
and sustains us."
The writer is with The
Counseling Center at 304 North
4th St., Suite A, Murray, and
also at 806 Poplar St., P.O. Box
57, Benton.

of Independence and the US
Constitution.
Vance had
reached the fateful conclusion of
his life by enlisting with other
brave and valorous men from
his community on July 22, 1861
in Company H, Third Kentucky
Infantry, Confederate States
Army.
--•‘-‘,
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Oktober Fest
20% OFF
*All Evergreen Shrubs
*All Flowering Shrubs
(Cash & Carry Only)

—New Shipments— \
*Shade & Floweting Trees
*Wood Wick Candles
lt-e.rtact, Ceretifiei/Vann-7freerre
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

Dr. Steven Aiexander
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Dealing with your body's cycle

uncemenl
Lyric Starr
Gray

COMMUNITY

FALL REVIVAL
14

r

The menstrual cycle is o series of changes o woman's body goes
through to prepare for pregnancy. This cycle is controlled by o LuornonS
hormones, but con be disrupted by medical
conditions and abnormalities of the Dvories or uterus

SCOTT'S GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH

Murray Woman's Clink cm help evaluate your
menstrual problems and review your treatment
options. We offer the in-office procedures krxxun as
endometriol oblation for reducing or eliminoting
problem bleeding.

Hwy. 641, one mile north of Roy Stewart Stadium

October 25th-28th
Sttaday Mooting,71 a..DL • Sunday Night 6 p.as.
Evezdaqi Service+,7 p

Mark Thweatt, Evangelist

s

Talk to your doctor if you experience
significant changes In your menstrual cycle.
bleeding between your periods or pelvic
poin Then, take action.

Pastor, New Hope Baptist Church, Cadiz

We can help.

Nursery care provided at each service

When Experience Counts,
Count on our Lifetime of Experience

YOU ARE WELCOME TO WORSHIP WITH US
lohn Denham, Pastor
For information, please call 227-6675

v
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Former president's daughter
to visit Paducah in January

Murray State choir
to dedicate new organ
Sim:1W to ties Lodger
The Murray State University
Concert Choir will present a
special concert on Tuesday, Oct.
27. dedicating the recently
donated Charles and Marleen
Johnson organ The organ. built
by the Allen Organ company,
features digital technology
allowing for diverse registration
and stop changes that equal 4
different organs. The organ may
be digitally configured as a
Baroque organ, a French
Romantic organ, an English
Cathedral organ or an Arnencaii
Standard organ. This generous
gift was made by Charles and
Marken Johnson, distinguished
MSU alunuu.
Playing the organ for the dedication will be special guest
artist Roland Martin from
Buffalo, New York. Roland E.
Martin received the Buffalo and
Erie County Arts Council
Award
for
Outstanding
Individual Artist in 2008. He is
currently. on the faculties of the
Buffalo Seminary, Daemen
College, Canisius College and
the University at Buffalo. He is
also organist and Director of
Music at St. Joseph University
Church in Buffalo and Music
Director of the Freudig Singers.
Martin has nearly 100 published works. He has received
two Pennsylvania State Council
of the Arts grants, two Meet the
Composer grants, and two
ALCOA Arts Endowment
Awards for conunissioned compositions. In 2004, the Buffalo
Gay Men's Chorus commissioned and performed Martin's
"Adamic Songs" in Buffalo and
Montreal.
The
Canticum
Novum Singers subsequently:
Performed them at Town Hall
(NYC) in 2005. The Freudig
Singers have premiered several
of Martin's compositions,
including
"A
Northeast
Gardener's Year" (2002). The
Buffalo Philhamionic Orchestra
premiered his "Annunciation"
12000) and his "Medieval
Tnptych"(1994) was broadcast
nationally on PBS. In 2007,
Gothic Records submitted
Martin's work, "The Altar" for

Cirammy nomination consideration in the Best Classical
Contemporary ("omposition
category.
In 2001, Martin conducted
Menotti's -The Death of the
Bishop of Bnrittisi. for Opera
Sacra's "Menotti in Buffalo'
festival. In 2002.-03, he conducted Purcell's Dido and
Aene,as and Handel's Scrse at
the University at Buffalo and, in
2004, led an Opera Sacra production of Bntten's The
Prodigal Son
Roland Martin will accompany the MSU Concert Choir on
the new organ for his "Medieval
Triptych," -Transfiguration" by
Craig Phillips, "Festival Te
Photo provttied
Deum" by Benjamin Britten
NON-TRADMONAL STUDENT WEEK: Calloway County
and "Lux Aeterna" by Morten
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins (left) and Murray Mayor Danny
Lauridsen. In addition Martin
Hudspeth sign a proclamation designating the week of Nov. 2will perforrn two solo organ
6 as National Non-Traditional Student Week. Pictured in back
works.
are Non-traditional Student Commuters Organization
The MSU Concert Choir is an
President Vema Shanstrom and Murray State University
auditioned choir of 64 voices
President Randy Dunn. Shanstrom said non-traditional stumade up of singers from all of
dents make up 20 percent of the MSU student population and
the academic colleges at
45 percent of those seeking higher degrees across the counMurray State University. It
try.
enjoys an international reputation for excellence in choral
performance and is featured
annually in the MSU Holiday
United Way agency. is to extend
From Front
presentation broadcast nationhumane education, teaching
wide on national public televiblades of a dog in a relatively kindness and concem for anipainless and quick procedure. mals and humans alike; to
sion.
Each microchip transponder relieve suffering and prevent
The choir is conducted by Dr.
has a unique number which cruelty to animals; to increase
Bradley
Almquist,
MSU
enables a shelter or veterinary awareness of pet overpopulation
Director of Choral Activities. In
clinic to scan the animal for this and work to reduce it; to ennch
January the Concert Choir will
number which will be regis- our community through the probe traveling to New York City
tered with a national database motion of quality of life for anito perform Laundsen's "Lux
allowing the owner to be con- mals and people.
Aeterna" in Carnegie Hall
tacted when the pet is found.
Rates include: bathe dogs, $7
under the baton of Dr. Almquist.
Local vetennary offices, the each; clean ears and trim nails.
In Apnl they will appear with
animal shelter and Humane $4 each; bath, ear cleaning and
the Paducah Symphony and
Society have scanners to read nail trim, $10 each; microchip
these microchips as do most dogs, $10 each. custom pet ID
Symphony Chorus in Mozart's
across
the
country. The tags on site, $3 each.
Requiem and the Chichester
Humane Society will also phoFor questions regarding the
Psalms by Leonard Bernstein
tograph pets and add them to Doggie Day Spa or animals in
conducted by• Dr. Almquist.
their free Lost Pet Photo our community, contact the
ilto concert will be held
Alittistry. The Society will also Humane Society of Calloway
hiltoric Lovett Auditorioca.#414 jemiljet•
custom pet EID tags on County at (270) 759-1884 or
8•110 ptn on Tuesday, Oet.'27.# Otte.'
humanesociety @murray-k y.net
The admission is free and the
The mission of The Humane or visit thre office at 607 Poplar
public is invited.
Society of Calloway County, a Street Suite A-1.

education and busuiess
Spalding says she's hoping
the former president's daughter
will help promote Paducah's
schools and bnng some national media coverage to the community.
Hager is the daughter of the
43rd president and Laura Bush
and the granddaughter of 4Ist
president George H.W. Bush
and Barbara Bush.

PADUCAH, Ky. t
daughter of former President
George W. Bush is appearing at
a luncheon in Paducah to speak
about education.
The Paducah Sun reports that
Jenna Bush Hager will be at
the Jan. 21 Paducah Area
Chamber of Commerce meeting.
Charnber president Elaine
Spalding says Hager will talk
about the relationship between

Christmastime
is Coming!
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Our News Department is busy
working on the winter "In Our
Backyard" section and we want to
hear from our readers. Please
answer the following questions
and e-mail your answers to us.

Rac
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OV
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What is your favorite:
11 Christmas Sono
21 Christmas Movie

MC

31 Christmas Candy

STA'

41 Christmas Tradtlie
„cued €4.47

Stall
morray
to finish six

Send us your answers,
in this order. no later than
Friday. Oct. 30th. Be sure
to include your name, address
and phone number in case
we need to contact you.
Send your answers to.
hteague@murrayledger.com
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Tigers turned back in final
EARLY SCORES
uvr MARSHALL
COUNTY TO
REGION TITLE
ay TOMMY MIMI)
Sports Wnter
WEST PADUCAH, Ky. -- Playing
Marshall County on a field that finally
favored Murray's style of play- had the
Tigers dreaming of a region championship
Wednesday night at Heath.
Instead. the First Region title game
became a recurring nightmare.
The Marshals blitzed Murray early, just
as they did in the district championship a

week ago, scoring two goals in the tirst 10
minutes of play and adding third halfway
through the first half en route to a 3-0 victoTY.
They scored on throw-in and a cross.
two plays the Tigers had focused on defending.
And by the midpoint of the second halt, it
was all over but the shouting. Literally'.
The Tigers had three players ejected on
double yellow cards. two of which came due
to argument with the referees.
-They had a high expectation. which is to
their credit." Murray coach Jim Baurer said.
"They had a great season and I think some
of them got a little frustrated. I was a little
disappointed in that. It was out of character
for the ones who got the cards."
The Tigers finish their season with a 165- I record. Three of their five losses came at
the hands of the Marshals.

PRESEASON OVC
WOMEN'S HOOPS
ROUNDUP

Racers fall
to sixth in
OVC preseason poll
MOREHEAD
STATE TAKES
TOP SPOT
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Stan, OVC Reports
Murray State has been picked
te finish sixth in the Ohio Valley
Conference this year. the league
announced Thursday morning.
The R.acers were regular season
champions in 2008 but fell in the
tOumament semifinals before
receiving a bid to die NIT.
• Murray State graduated five
seniors, however, including OVC
Player of the Year Ashley Hayes
and first-team selection Amber
Guffey.
Morehead State was selecti to
win the title in the poll of the
league's head coaches and sports
information directors.
In a race that's predicted to be
close, the Eagles earned 147
points. inciuding nine fust-place
votes while Austin Peay claimed
six first-place votes and 146 points
for second place.
Tennessee State picked up 134
points and four fust-place votes for
4 predicted third-place finish as
Eastem Illinois earned the final
first-place nod and III points to
finish fourth. Rounding out the poll
iire Jacksonville State (84 points),
Murray State (79 points),
Southeast Missouri (67 points),
Tennessee Tech (58 points),
Ea.stem Kentucky (54 points) and
UT Martin (18 points).
Morehead State is corning off a
season in which it went 17-14
overall and 11-7 in the OVC to finish fourth.
Eagles made their
third straight trip to the Conference
tournament last year, falling to
Austin Peay in tlie first round.
Morehead State's 17 wins last
season were the fifth highest in
school history and most since the
2000-01 season. Head coach Mike
Bradburry enters his third year at
the helm of the Eagles and returns
tbur starters among 10 letterwinners from a year ago.
Among the top returnees is junior guard Chynna 13ozernan. The
Reynoldsburg. Ohio, native was
selected as the OVC Presea.son
Player of the Year after tying a single-season school record with 95
3-pointers made in 2008-09.
Bozeman also ranked among
league leaders with 15.9 points per
genie.
See

It was one of the most successful seasons
in recent memory, however, as Murray
advanced all the way to the championship
game of the All 'A' state tournament and
secured its first berth in the region title game
since 2002.
Marshall County advances to the subsectionals on the heels of an offense that has
been opportunistic early in games.
Marshall scored Wednesday's first goal
just fivc minutes into the game on a Sarn
Devore header off a Jeremy Edmonds
throw-in.
Prior to the goal, the Marshals had several corner kicks and a throw-in as Murray
couldn't clear the ball. Finally', one found the
back of the net.
"We've tried two or three different ways
to defend those (throw-ins) and none were
very successful," Baurer said. "Give
to
•See SOCCER,28

WEEK 9
SCOREBOARD

'Onetame season'
HOPKINS CENTRAL
GAME GIVES CCM
CHANCE TO
REDEFINE SEASON
by TOMMY OILIARD
Sports VVriter
Josh McKee' is beginning to
wonder if the stars are aligned
against his Calloway County
team this season.
The fifth-year head coach
hoped last week's open date
would give his club much-needed time to heal and re-focus
ahead of this week's crucial district matchup with Hopkins
County Central.
But healing didn't come.
Instead, McKeel is holding
center tryouts in the season's
ninth week. Senior Nick
Calhoon and sophomore Caleb
Young, the two most experienced players at the position,
will both be unavailable due to
injury.
To add insult to injury,
McKeel learned Tuesday he will
he without one of his top playmakers on both offense and
defense — senior Austin
Hargrove — who underwent
surgery and could be out for the
rest of the season.
"We just continue to have
issues that are beyond our control." McKeel said. "It seems

Graves Co. at
Daviess Co.
Lou. Holy Cross at
Paducah 'Tilghman (Sat.)
Caldwell Co. at
Reldland
Fulton Co. at Fulton
City
Ballard Memorial at
Trigg Co.

TOMMY DILLARD r Ledger & TiMeS
Calloway County quarterback Jordan Burkeen prepares to take a snap during the
Lakers' loss to Lone Oak two weeks ago. Burkeen and freshman Tyler Greer will likely
both see time at quarterback this week.
like every week. there's been
something different to deal with.
It's almost to the point where
you wonder what's going on, but

you have to deal with it and go
on."
The Lakers will be forced to
do just that as the Storm comes

'

Preseason Pier?: or the Veer

to Jack D. Rose Stadium on
Friday for a game that will likely• set the tone for the rest of each
See LAKERS, 28

2009 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
CLASS 1A, DISTTUCT 1
Crittenden Co.
Mayfield
Ballard Mem.
Fulton City
Futton Co.

3-0
3-0
2-2
0-3
0-3

84)
8-43
2-76
14
Oti

CLASS 2A, DISTRICil

Ilk
Ilk
Duncan 'Tigers kings of takeaways

Murray
Trigg Co.
Heath
Reidlana
Caldwell Co.

3-0
3-1
2-1
0-3
0-3

8-9 4,
4
44.:
3;, „-.

?.4•

CLASS 2A, Disnuet-2
Fort Campbell 2-0
Hancock Co. 1-1
O'boro Cath.
1-1
Todd Co. Cent. 0-2

8-0.
5-3
3-5
0-9

MHS TAKES ON HEATH FOR
CLASS 3A, Disnucr 1
FIRST DISTRICT CROWN IN
Union Co.
2-0
5-3
McLean Co.
2-0
4-4
WEST PADUCAH
Pad. Tilghman 1-2
3-6
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
With his undefeated team holding steady
in its No. 4 position in Class 2A's AP poll,
Steve Duncan has a lot to be happy about.
The second-year Murray coach likes his
running game, which has carried for nearly
2,400 yards this season.
He's pretty pleased with his defense,
which has given up just six points over three
district contests.
But there's one statistic that Duncan values above all the rest — the Tigers have
turned the ball over just four times over
eight games. They've forced 23 turnovers.
That's a turnover ratio of nearly six to
one. and for Duncan. it's pure bliss.
"Wow, I didn't really know it was that
big," he mused as his team prepares to take
See TIGERS, 2B
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2009 Preseason All-OVC Team
Chynna Bozeman'
MoSU
Jasmlne Smrth
TSU
Joke Elezokhae
JSU
Oby Okator
TSU
Ashley Hernng
APSU
Nicole Jarnen
APSU
Tiffany Hamilton
MoSU
pominigue Sims
EIU
BrItany WIley
JSU
Nadia Mossong
EKU

Murray at
Heath

Mayfield at
Crittenden Co.

Votes
147
146
134
ti

7 Southeast Missouri
8 Tennessee Tech
9 Eastem Kentucky
10 UT Martin

Hopkins Co. Central at
Calloway Co.

Marshall Co. at
Hopkinsville

OVC,28

Teem (First-place votes)
1 Morehead Stale (9)
2 Austin Peay ;6)
3 Tennessee State (4)
4 Eastern illinom (1)
Jacksonville state

TOMMY DILLARD / LedgerMeS
Murray striker Alex Bokeno goes up for this ball amongst
a sea of Marshall County players. The Tigers fell to the
Marshals, 3-0, in Wednesday's First Region championship Match at Heath.

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS PREP PREVIEW

OVC Women's Basketball
Preseason Poll

RS1

SECTION B

Riday
Mumiy at Heath
TOmmv DiLLARD eoger Times
Murray's Christian Duncan takes off on a quarterback keeper in Friday's win
OM Caldwell County. The Tigers can clinch a district title with a Win over
Meth thls week.

When: 7 30 p rn
Where- Hea% High School (West Paducah Ky
Radio. WNBS 1340AM
Recorda Mur 8-0 (3-0, 1-2A). Heath 4-4 (2-1, 1-2A)
Last meeting: Murray det Heath 29-7 in Munay
(20081

Webster Co.

0-3

0-9

CLASS 4A, Disnucr 1
Lone Oak
2-0
Calloway Co. 0-1
Hopkins Cent. 0-1

9-0
3-5
3-5

CLASS 4A, DISTRICT 2
Allen Co.-Scot.
Franklin-Simp.
Logan Co.
Russell Co.
Warren East

3-0
2-1
2-1
1-2
0-4

8-0
6-2
4-4
4-4
1-8

CLASS SA, DISTRICT 1
Chhstian Co.
Owensboro
Mad. N. Hop.
Hopkinsville
Ohio Co

4-0
2-1
2-1
1-3
0-4

6-2
6-2
5-3
3-5
0-8

CLASS 6A, DisTRICT 1
Henderson Co. 4-0
Graves Co.
3-1
O'bora Apollo 3-1
Muhlenberg Co.2-3
Daviess Co.
1-3
Marshall Co. 0-5

6-2
5-3
5-3
2-7
3-5
0-9
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From Page 1 B
Aiestin Peay wait 17-16 overall and 10-8 in
the OVC finish fifth in the OVC The Lady
Goys captured its league tournament utie and
became the first fifth seed to ever win the

Confaence championship
Tennessee Sage paned a IS- 13 overall niark
and a 13-5 OVC record to finini the year in thud
place It also matted the Lady Tigers' fust
rung season suice 1994-95 117cee Wells enters
her sixth year as the heai coach of her alma

rimer and will have sat one sumer returning
among five letter winners
Bozeman,the preseason player of the year, is
the only player to make the 2009-10 All-OVC
Preseason team that earned all-conference accolades last se-4SM

•Lakers
Frorn Pegs 18
team's season.
At stake will be second place
in the district, a first-round home
playoff game and the chance CO
build momentum at the end of a
season that hasn't lived up to
expectations for either squad.
A loss this week means the
Lakers would end the season
with a strong Graves County
tearn, then likely begin the playoffs on the road at Class 4A's
04j:oh-ranked team, FranklinSimpson.
' A win would this week would
give Calloway' a much more
-favorable playoff scenano
a
fikely matchup against less. imposing Logan County at Jack
Rose.
"In all reality, it's a one garne
season at this point," McKee!
said. "It's the most important
game we've played all year and
it's going to have a huge impact
on the overall future of the season."
Scheming and plotting
McKee! elected to forsake his
favored spread offense for the
wing T against Lone Oak two
weeks ago, a decision influenced
by. the personnel the Lakers
were missing due to injuries and
suspensions stenuning from the
Fulton County fig,ht.
Seniors Tyrrell Willis, Grant
Williams and Ashley Heppe will
be back this week, however. but
McKeel says he'll likely run his
'offense out of both sets and
alternate quarterbacks accordingly.

SCI110i Jordan Burkeen has
been the preferred field general
out of the wing T while McKeel
has favored freshman Tyler
Greer in the spread.
"I' m a spread guy, but a lot of
times personnel will dictate
what you do and we have to do
what gives us a chance to wtn,"
McKeel said. "You'll see a little
of both, but it will be more what
most people are used to seeing
with Calloway football
Filling in
With Calhoon and N'oung
sidelined (C.11111CX)11 due to nagging back issues and Young due
to a concussion suffered at
Fulton County), McKee! will
likely look either to Williams or
fellow senior Wesley Potts to
handle center duties.
"I'm hoping Wesley will be
able to step up and fill those
shoes," he said. "If that doesn't
work out, we'll probably look
for Grant to take some snaps."
Familiar foes
McKee] believes it would be
oddly appropnate if Friday's
game was played next week —
on Halloween -- instead.
That's because he's struck by
the eene similarities between his
club and Hopkins County
Central.
Both squads have struggled
to replace talented senior classes.
Both offenses have struggled
to put poirits on the board, leaving their defenses to shoulder
heavy burdens.
Both teams sit at 3-5 overall
and 0-1 in the district. Lane Oak

•Tigers
From Page 18
on Heath Friday. "That's our
.whole philosophy. We do ball
security drills every single day.
"One thing I always tell my
quarterbacks is that the main
thing 1 want to happen after a
play is that we've still got the
ball."
It's a point Duncan has had
- even less trouble emphasizing
this week after Demonee Fields'
fourth-quarter fumble led to
. Caldwell County's only touch-.
. down in last Friday's 20-6 victory.
Vvithout
that
turnover,
Duncan contends, his team's
shutout streak would still be
alive at three games.
'"We got scored on Friday
- because we lost the ball," he
said. "Ifs a killer. With our philosophy, our offense is going to
spend a lot of time on the field
and we have to control the ball."
With a win against Heath this
week, Murniy can clinch the district title outnght. The matchup
lost some of its luster when the
Pirates — previously unbeaten
in district play -- fell to Trigg
County last week.
But if Heath can pull the
upset, it can still ciinch a share
of the title by forcing a threeway tie atop the standings with
the Tigers and Tngg.
Even in that situation,
Murray would likely retain the
No. 1 seed in the playoffs due to
a favorable tiebreaker scenario.
Even so, Duncan calls this
week's garne as big as any he's

ever coached.
"This is as important as any
game we've had or will have all
year," he said. "We're nying to
make sure the guys understand
that nothing is for sure
Anything can happen."
Nine is the loneliest number
Murray
running
back
Bra.ndon Wicks enters Friday's
game just nine yards shy of the
1,000-yard mark this season
He carried for 108 yards last
week and scored a touchdown
after missing two practices with
the flu earlier in the week.
The 6-foot, 175-poun-der is
just as valuable in the defensive
backfield and Duncan is spending chunks of time these days
promoting him to colleges.
"I can't believe he doesn't
have three or four offers
already," Duncan said. "I'm trying to promote him and somebody's going to get a steal."
At least one Division 1-AA
(FCS) program has listened.
Wicks has received regular
phone contact from TennesseeMattm and plans to take a campus visit soon.
He's also received wntten
contact from Eastern Kentucky
and hopes to visit there, as well.
Needing a hand
Wicks may have to shoulder
more of the rushing load than
usual this week if his backfield
accomplice Matt Deese can't
suit up.
Deese, who played much of
last Friday's game with his hand
and wnat heavily taped, learned
hc has a broken hand and was

shut out both, 25-0 over
Calloway and 24-0 against
Hopiuns Central.
But while Calloway's losses
have all come by 10 points or
more, the Storm have come
within touchdowns of Trigg
arch-rival
and
County
Medison vil le-North Hopluns.
Tngg and Caldwell County
are common opponents, but
those matchups don't shed much
light on the situation. Calloway
beat Tngg but lost to Caldwell
whiie Hopkins beat Caldwell but
lost to Tngg
"Their defense is playing
well, but their offense is still trying to score points," McKeel
said of his opponents. "And we
know how that feels at Calloway
County."
First-year Storm head coach
Zach Hibbs sees similarities in
each squad's lack of consistency.
"We're two completely different units," he said. "We have
our problems and they have
theirs.
"We look completely different from game to game, but then
so do they."
Hopkins Central runs both
the spread and I-formation but is
primarily a rushing offense,
gaining ainiost 60 percent of its
yardage Oil the ground.
Their chief rushing threats
are freshman back Antinio
Nance and senior quarterback
Lucas Crawley, but both are
averaging under 50 yards per
game.
Crawley didn't play last week
againsit Lone Oak due to an
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Firer Downs
83
rinds 258-730 254-1375
Passing yards
027
057
Comp-An-int
64-142-7 37-116-5
Total Yards
1566
2233
FumOlars-tost
24-7
21-9
Prenetoss- Tenn 61-518
54-497
rm.
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esoneue. tharenca
bosom — Wain 105-512 770,
Hargrove 32-189 TD Treadway 26144, Seely 17-34, Greer 48-4,
Friedrich 1-4, Heppe 1-2 Starks I -0
Proud — Greer 50-106.-4 702 ITD.
Burkeen 12-28-2101. Wits 2-10-1 29.
Named — Storks 13-275 2TD, Sosy
16-209, Odds 12-145. Hargrove 5-114
TD, Heppe 10-47, Arnoed 2-21, Casten
2-15, Kalif 1-(-51

Friday
HOcSidlii Co. Central

at

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Posteesson Spate* At A Glance
Alf Times CDT
(Subject to change(
(1-11 necessary(
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SE RIE
American Lupus
NEW YORK 3 LOS ANGELES
Priem Oct. 16
Nest York 4 Los Anpetaks
Baloney, Oct 17
New York 4 Los Angeles 3 13 icr(r,oi
Monday, Oct 19
Los Angeles 5 New York 4 11 innings

Tueetaey. Oct 20
Nam York 10 Los Angeles 1
Thursday. Oct 22
New York (Burnett 13-91 re Loe Angtess
(Lrackey II-8) 8 57 p m
Salurday, Oct. 24
s-Loe Angeles tJ Saunders 18-7) at
Nerw York (Penne 14-8) 3 13 or 7 07
pm
Sunday, Oct. 26
x-Los Angeles al Nem York 7 20 p m
Nattonel League
PHILADELPHIA 4 LOS ANGELES 1
Thursday, Oct 15

Preadrilpnie 8 Los Angeles 8
Friday, Oct. 16
LJa Angetee 2 Preledelphse 1
Staidly, Oct
PNeoelphaa 11_ Los Angdes 0
Monday, Oot. 19
Prioadelphea 5, Los Angeles 4
Wednesday, Oct 21
Phesdemtsa 10 Los Moskva 4
WOFILD SERIES
PHILADELPHIA vs. AMERICAN
L EAGUE
Wednesday. Oet 20
Phdlederpraa at Arnencan League 6 57
pm
Thursday, Oct. 29
PhiliOMPNe at AL. 6 57 p m
Setureiey, Oct 31
AL at Phriadelpfka 6 57 p m
Sunda", Nev. 1
AL at Prkladelptsa. 7 20 p m
Monday, Nov. 2
N-AL at Preledelphia. 6 57 p m

Wedneaday, Nov. 4
',Phut:aloha at AL, 6 57 p
l'hureday, Nov. S
k-Pholactelphe at AL, 8 67 p rr

Calloway Co.
When: 7 30 p m
Where: Jack D Roae Stadium
TV. MES Cr. 15

SportsBriefs

II The Harlem Wizards basketball team is corning to Murray tonight
They real play the Laker LP•gends at the Caaoway County High School
gyrn at 6:30 p.m. This game wiii feature tricks, hoops and alley oops
against local community arvO school leaders. The Harlem Wizards were
' established in 1962 to provide entertaining games tor schools and communtties. Most of the players are former Harlem Globetrotters. NBA
players and Nike camerae/ participants. Tickets will be sold al the
injury. Hibbs says he will return
this week, but may play another door
position.
"We're trying to look at (jtmior) Jessie Almon a little bit at
quarterback,"
Hibbs
said.
"(Crawley) will be active this
week even if it's not at the quarthe game over the final 15 minFrom Page I8
terback spot."
utes.
them,
that
part
of
their
game
is
Linebackers lace Oldham
Several Murray players convery
sunng,
and
we
have
trouble
and Nathan Crick are the leaders
tinued to express their displeasdefending it."
of Hopkins' defense.
Devore and Edmonds flipped ure as referees left the field aftet
the script just two minutes later the game.
"In the heat of play. we were
when Devore made a run on the
left side and passed inside to sa-uggling, and you look for
awaiting doctor's orders on
Edmonds. who found the top of something to blame and the offi2009 TIOE11 STATS
whether he woald be allowed to
cials arc right there," Baurer
the goal.
&lucre
110
86 47 68 — 291
play at Heath.
Opponents 14 32 0 32 — 7a
Devore, who was named the said. "But I thought the officiatScouting the Pirates
region's Player of the Year after ing was fine."
TEAM STATISTICS
Heath suffered a major setThe victory gives Marshall
the game, contnbuted on his
14114S
OPP
back last week in a puzzling perFirst Downs
118
113
third goal of the night in the 19th County three consecutive over
formance at Trigg County.
Rushes- Yards 311 -23130 251-960
minute when he sent a cross into Murray after the Tigers won die
Pastern Yards
354
644
The Pirates' sizable line was
the box to be knocked in by first meeting 7-2 in Murray in
Comp-An-on1
16-31-0 DO-159-7
dominated by the Wildcats and
Total Yards
2734
1804
September.
Tyler McKenty.
Heath managed just 24 yards of
Fumbtes-Lost
10-4
28-15
"That was a wake-up call and
The Marshals spent the rest
Penalkes-Yards 57-449
31-246
offense in the garne's first three
we had a couple games in the
•••
of the game on the defensive.
quarters.
"(Sconng early) just gives Hopkinsville tournament that
Duncan believes the 35-14
liernoum. Stems
your defense a sense of compo- were wake-up calls," Marshall
flowed — Wtks 110-991 15TD, M.
final speaks more to the strength
Deese 96-790 9TD, Duncan 29-137
sure," Marshall coach Don coach Don Walker said. -Those
of the Wildcats than any weakTD, Buck 23-136 2TD. D Fields 21Walker said. "It allows them to two times in our season, we
ness of the Pirates, however.
128 TD, Davis 17-89 TD, Lents 5-51,
play with more confidence and played unexplainably. bad."
Mellon 1-23 TD, Reskett 4-22 TD, B.
Tngg has won three consecuMarshall County will host the
Fields 4-22, K. Deese 8-5 TD,
step out and be more aggrestive games after starting the seaWelwyn 1-3 TD, Hamm 1-3, Smtth 12nd Region champion — either
sive."
son 1-4 and has shifted its offen0
As if trying to play their way Fort Campbell or Todd County
sive scheme from an open
PISMO — K Deese 9-13-0 236 4TD.
out of a 3-0 deficit wasn't Central — in the sub-sectionals
Duncan 6-17-0 63 3TD M Deese 1-1spre,ad to a ball-control look
°55 TO
enough of a hili for Murray to on Monday.
over the course of the season.
Recernito — Langford 8-23" 6TD,
MI-Itaglsa teams asussuased
climb. the Tigers were forced to
Duncan sttll secs Heath as
Smith 4-81 2TD, Wicks 2-32 M.
Two Murray players were
do so without key offensive
Deese 2-10
plenty dangerous. however,
named to the first team — ser.threat Matt Hines.
mainly due to the presence of
Hines, a senior. left the game iors Hines and midfielder/striker
super-athletic quarterback Tra said. "That's not always a good
thing, because he's more deadly around the 18th minute of the Jordan Benton.
Tharp behind center.
Junior striker Alex Bokeno
"He's one of those players running than he is throwing the first half and didn't return after
and senior midfielder/striker
suffering an injury to his leg.
who it would be hard not to play ball."
"He's a first-team All-Region Dillon Ward were named to the
Duncan says it's difficult to
on any team in the state."
Duncan said. "I think you could say what kind of defensive look player. but we didn't score when second team.
Senior
midfielder/striker
he was in there." Baurer said.
find a position for him even if he his team will face on Friday.
One of the drawbacks to run- "So 1 don't think that had any Jeremy Curd and Calloway
was at Trinity or St. Xavier. I
defender
Garrett
think he would probably start ning a rarely-seen offense such bearing on the outcome of the County
Schwettman were local represomewhere, and that's saying as the wishbone is that opposing match."
The Tigers thought they had sentatives on the honorable
defenses often alter schemes
he's on the all-state level."
finally broken through on a goal mention li st .
Trigg was able to effectively when they face Murray'.
-A lot of people change what with 15 rrtinutes left in the seccontain Tharp, however. by
flushing tum out of the pocket they do when they play us," ond half, but it was called back
First Region Tournameat
with constant pressure. But that Duncan said. "We don't get to due to a foul in the box.
It was then that frustration
tactic sometimes backfires. see the asual defense we see on
(at Reath)
film. We usually don't get much began to take over for Murray.
Duncan notes.
Monday
Murray
(2)
tit Heath 0
help
from
film
as far as prepar- Seniors Ryan Greer, Kullen
"I think he's got a green light
(1) Marshal Co 4.(2) Pad nighmar.
that if nobody's open, he can ing our offense for what they're Balthrop and Jeremy Curd all
Weelneeday
received double yellows ar.d left (1) Marshall Co 3 (2) Murray 0
just take off running," Duncan going to see."

Commit of Murray
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Stuart Alexander

2000 Lama Sias

Redo: WAAJ, 89 7 FM

Records: 14CC 3-5 (0-1, 1-4A). CC 3-5
(0-1. 1-4A)
Lae inesting: Calloway Co. dat
Hoped Co Central 28-21 e Melons
Gap (2008)
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Published is a piLiure of Cal'darks: County Fire Rescue memhosing down a mobile home
011 llS 641 South of Sandra Sue
Stilson The photograph was by
Photographer Bernaid Kane.
Callossio County High School
Rand won tour ass Ards at Daviess
Ilounty Marching Band Contest
Also publtshed is
picture of
Halloween decorations at the home
of Jim and Judy Stabler on Ky.
1 21 South rhe pholopaph was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
! Kanc

Binhs reixirted include a boy
to Mark and Ginger Hale, Oct.
6,a boy to Eric and Libby Carlson and a girl to Darren and Charmaine Lamb. Oct. 14
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Carol
, Kelly. Calloway County High
• School Attendance officer, checking a prim out from the school's
new telephone computer dubbed
'The Tattler' by the students. The
photograph was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Binhs reported include a glrl
to Mr. and Mrs. Marc Mayfield.
Ocl. 3. .ad a girl to Shondara
and Alva Pmdell. Oct 17.
In football games, Calloway
County High School Lakers won
_25-7 over Fort Campbell Falcons
at Jeffrey gym and Murray High
School won 21-0 over Caldwell

County at Pnnceton.
30 years ago
Of the more than $24,000 destined to be spent on Community
centers, Dexter will receive
113.324 in funds, according to
Falloway County Judge Executive
.Roben O. Miller.
A Cooking School on 'Turkey"
will be conducted by Dr Jolen
Tuttle, University of Kentucky specialist on Oct. 23 at 10 a.m. at
the office of Calloway County
Extension Service.
Margie Shown, vocalist, and
Oneida White, pianist, presented
a program of music at a meeting
of the Zeta Department of the
,Murray Woman's Club.

Workers must speak with one
voice about disruptive woman

Births reported include a girl
to Mr. And Mrs. David Travis.

Oct. 7
40 yeas. No
Martne Pfc. R.C. K.mball. SOf
of Mr and Mrs Roben (' KIM-

DEAR ABBY: I work in a
cab center with 15 other workers. Recently our supervisor htred
a woman who is mentally ill We
acknowledge
that she has

ball of Murray. is serving with
the Umted States Marine Force
Logistic Comaand in Vietnam.
South Central Bell Telephone
Company recently began offering
Tow!. Tone calling sei vices to sub-

•

will begin with 753.
Bailey Gore ar.d Gars Pugh
are co-chairmen of Murray Lions
Club Light Bulb Side to begin on
Oct 28
Barth. reported include a girl

The Calloway County Teachers Association met at Almo High
School Oct. 21 with William B.

Miller, pnncipal, giving the welcome. Dr. Harry Sparks of Murray State College was the featured speaker. New officers are
Miller. president; Eugene Chaney,
vice president, Nimey Thompson,
secretary-treasurer, Edward Curd,
'TEBS representative. arid Charlie
Lassiter, reporter.
Dr. Eunice Miller of Hazel was
presented the Woodmen of the
World
Outstanding Cnzenship
Award by Hazel WOW Camp 138.

Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Barrow.
60 years ago
The Calloway County meeting
of the Parent-Teacher Association
was held at Lynn Grove High
School with Mrs. Otis Workman,
county president from Lynn Grove
PTA . presiding.
The Mothers Club of Murray
Training School ha.s voted to join

as a member of the Kentucky Parent-Teacher Association
'The Little Painter" was the subject of the story wntten by Joette
Lassiter for the column,'The Chil-

dren's Corner.'

nght

work iusd, tor
the most part.
she appears to
be capable
The problem is she

scribers in /vlurray and Calloway
County whose telephone number

to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mobley..
Oct 18
50 years ago

Dear Abby
By Abogail
Van Buren

hears "voices' speaking
to her and
o ften
responds to
them
Other
tones
she

'hears' co-workers seated behind

her plotting to kill her, which, of
course, is not true She disrupts
those around her by constantly
asking if they can hear what others are saying about her and what
she should do about it.
We have spoken to our supervisor about our concerns. Has
answer is, 'Just be quiet and it
will be OK.• We don't dislike her
but we resent the position we
have been placed in. Have you
any suggestions on how to handle this? -- UNEASY IN OHIO

DEAR UNEASY: Your supervisor is mistaken. Just being quiet
is not the answer because the
voices the woman is hearing are
in her hea4. She's acting this way
becausc she has gone off her medication.
This may be a workplace safety issue. Therefore, you and your
co-workers must insist that the
supervisor take action to ensure
that she's not posing a threat to
all of you.
••••

DEAR ABBY: Would it be
inappropriate or tacky if 1 had a
mother/daughter dance at my
daughter's wedding? I know it's
a father/daughter traditum, and my

husband will obviously have his
dance with her. but I'd like to

Today In Illatory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Oct. 22.

the 295th day of 2009. Tarte are
-10 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 22, 1962, President
:; John F Kennedy' announced a
quarantine of all offensive mili, tary equipment shipped to Cuba.
,, following the discove,y of Sovi'et-built missile bases on the island.
On this date:
In 1746, Princeton University
'Was first chartered as the College
'L 'df New Jersey.
In 1797. French balloonist
Andre-Jacques Garnenn made the
first parachute descent, landing
safely from a height of about
.3.000 feet over Pans.
, In 1836, Sam Houston was inaugurated as the first constitutional' ly elected president of the Republic of Texas.

113 on. El

In 1883. the onginal Metropohtan Opera House in New York
held its grand opening with a performance of Gounod's "Faust."
In 1928. Republican presidential nominee Herbert Hoover spoke
of the "Amencan system of tugged
individualism" in a speech at New
York's Madison Square Garden.
In 1934. bank robber Charles
"Pretty tor"Floyd Was'Short ' 'to
death by federal agents at a farm
in East Liverpool. Ohio.
In 1968, Apollo 7 returned
safely from Earth orbit. splashing
down in the Atlantic Ocean.
In 1979. the U.S. government
allowed the deposed Shah of Iran
to travel to New York for medical treatment — a decision that
precipitated the Iran hostage crisis.
In 1981, the Professional Air
Traffic Controllers Organization

Thursday. October 22. 2009 • 3B

was decertified by the federal goy.
eminent for its strike the previous August.
In 1986, President Ronald Reagan signed into law sweeping taxoverhaul legislation.
Ten years ago: Five of the

seven Republican presidential
hopefuls met in Nev.. Harnpshire
for their first debate of the Ni00
nommation race. with -from-runner George W. Bush notably absent.
Former Vichy official Maurice
Papon was expelled from Switzerland and sent back to France.
Five years ago: In a wrenching videotaped statement, kidnapped aid worker Margaret Hassan begged Britain to help save
her by withdrawing its troops from
Iraq, saying these "might be my
last hours." (Hassan was apparently killed by her captors a month
later.)

ILJ E_ SOP

midfielder/striker
d and Calloway
efender
Garrett
were local reprem the honorable

have a shot at it. too

That
said
means anyone

who tned this
remedy ts taking three tunes as
much as they should. and this is
a huge amount Please print a
retraction.
DEAR READER: Consider it
done There was d misprint an
the original column. and "three
tunes daily- should have been
I would like to mention that
I don't believe any herrn wil!
come to anyone who ttsok the
tripled dose_ According to the
Offsce of Dietary Supplements.
people over the age of 14 should
not take more than 2,000 IU of
vitamin D daily; however, several nutrition scientists have challenged this. citing recent research
studies that show up to 10,000
IU of D
is acceptable. So.
in my opinion. 2 short-term dosage
of 6.000 IU
will not be
harmful.
As for the fish oil. many physicians recommend normal. healthy
people consume about 20)0 milligrams daily. That is double what
you were taking and just under

measures

include

hypnosis.

acupuncture. medications such' as
muscle relaxants. nerve block, or
the insertion of a nasogastnc tube
or vagus-nerve stimulation.
Before you accept his fate or
commit to a surgical procedige.
do a little more research.

116111$011111

Jaapollis

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
**** Though you might not
for
be sure of the best way to go.
Friday, Oct. 23. 2009:
This year, others find that you decide to head in scme direcare unusually anchored. You tion. A partner might give you
want to priontize, and you will. marry good reasons why you
Remember, many people need should do vvhat he or she wants.
but of course tt is your decision.
you to come through for them.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
In order to achieve this result, ***** If you
let others call the
you need to be organized. If you shots, you won't be unhappy.
are single, meeting people just You might need a break from
happens. You don't need to hunt always being the responsible
or look for someone. If you are One,
attached, the two of yost really isfaatJuly 23-Aug.r 22)
enjoy each Other muciv 'ttrOre , Wax Leaving work couiattike a
or not. How
than in recent years. CAPRI- iot of effort, like
you deal with others could
CORN can be a fascinating perchange substantially because of
son to chat with.
the pressure you are under. Why
not invite the office to go out for
The Stars Show the Kind of a late TGIF?
Day You'U Have: 5-Dynamic. VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
4-Positive. 3- Average. 2-So-so. ***** You cannot and will not
be held back. You cook/ meet
I -Difficult
interference, but through conversations and debate you can turn
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** In the next few weeks. the comer to make agreement
possible.
expect to be more in demand in
order to handle this issue or that UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
problem for someone else At *** You mtght want to stay
the same rime, you will find that close( to home and not even
head into work. Taking a break
a relationship is budding.
will work for you in rnany ways.
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
*** Others coukt prove to be Your personal/domestic life
challenging if you insist on not demands time.
being flexibte. Take an overview SCORPIO (Oct 23-Ncee. 21)
of vhat is going on. The less **** You might want to finish
invorved you are. the boner off up a protect or have a meeting to
discuss what is happening Your
you wiN be.
role is to let others know where
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)

you are corning from and aiso
connecting with them on the
same level
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Move off your intelleo
.
tual
pedestal and take a good lo011 at
some hard facts. Your bodget
could take a higher prionty in the
next few days Perhaps you
have been taking unneceSsary
nsks Look at the facts.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your personality and
upbeat style mix
wrth your
cautious acumen Right now,
you feel as if you are unstoppable. What an excellent time to
reach out to others and create
more of what you desire
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** If you are dragging, make it
OK. You simply might want to
calf it an early day Don't hesitate
to cancel plans as well If you
don't feel up to snuff. you won't
have fun. A caring gesture from
a trend or loved one touches
you.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** At present, stay on top
of your to-do list and rnove
through projects. You'll clear out
faster than you thought and can
visit with an asaaariate o'r 'coworker. You enjoy yourself no
rnatter where you are

BORN TODAY
Author Michael Cnchton (1942)

42 Vase
44 Dirigible

Es t.:c•rsa col
AND YOU KNOW WISAI" IT' MAKES
ME FEEL wi4oLa
iCk.NGER,
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1 Center
4 'Woor on cLay
sheep
8 Groundhog mo
1 1 Sandwich
cookie
13 Quark's home
14 Luau strummer
15 Situated

46 Fawn s parent
48 Alley from Moo
50 College credit
51 Tint
53 Drop by
55 Chrefly
58 Inhabit
61 Buy
62 In — (as found)
64 Blarney Stone

17 Iris covering

N.

71
G.AFIFIEL..000-4)
C AN'T GO OUT TONIGHT, LIZ
kAve A TeRRI0LE C.04-17
_

DON'T WORRY, TwoursH
GARFIELD'S TAKING
GOOP CARE OF ME...

CAN'T YOU

BRE-4114E
IN THE
OTHER
DIRECTION
,

r

Li Ethendge
PEANUTS00

19 Surrenders ter•
ritory
21 Barbecue extra
22 Refrestang
24 Turkey maybe
26 Sulk angrily
29 Irntate
31 Theater sign
33 Pnvate's word
34 Ocean-liner letters
35 Also
37 Almost grads
39 Roast beef
--40 Big green
parrot
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65 More than ask
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Web site
Lighthouse light
Future officer

10 Lillie or Arthur
12 Wild feline
16 Newspaper
VIP
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7 In a frenzy
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274 24 Monthls pa,
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By
Dr. Peter GOtt

SOO

ated dosage should not izatuKe
any harm
So, readers. please :Accept my
apology for not catching the error
And for those trying this alternanye treatment. please reduce ittam
dosages to 1.000 milligrams of
fish oil and 2.0IX) IU of vitamin
D3 to once a day only.
DE:AR DR. GOTT: My husband is an /10-year-old num who
frequently gets hiccups. whtch
sometimes last for days. They
seem to come on for no reason
arid leave fix no reason. The doctors he has seen don't know how
to cure them
Two years ago, he was in,the
hospital for five days while being
treated for pneumorua.
'had
hiccups for four days and was
seen by gime a number of doctors. No one had a cure. Family.
the hiccups just stopped.
We would be irk: very happy
if you could suuest some cure.
Of course. he has tried drinking
out of a glass backward, breathing in a paper bag, eating a spoonful of peanut butter and any other
home remedy that has been suggested. Do you have some cure?
DEAR READER: l'm sure that
you have tned every home .rennedy imaginable. Have you considered having him bite on a
lemon. using smelling salts. drinking iced water or scaring him?
Some other minor tricks include
eating small meals, eliminating carbonated beverages and beverages
that contain alcohol. and controlling sudden temperature changes
whenever possible More extierne

When
I
read my letter
in
the
paper. at said
that I was taking 1.000 milligrams
of
fish oil and
2.000 IU of
vitamin
D
three times a
day This is
not what I

Dr. Gott

DEAR ABBY: I an extremely thin and have struggled for
years with eating disorders and
an unhealthy relationship with
food. It's difficult for rne to go
out with family and fnends because
everyone watches me and comments on it If they decide I
haven't eaten enough, they make
hurtful comments about my weight.
What I need people to understand is that it as just as hurtful
to make fun of someone who is
thin by calling him names such
as "Stick" or •Bean Pole" as it
is to mock a fat person.
Sortie of us are thin because
we are ill, whether it is physically or emotionally. Making fun of
us is tasteless, hunful and unhelpful. -- ROBERT IN N.Y.C.
DEAR ROBERT: I'm glad you
wrote Joking about someone's
appearance isn't clever or funny.
It's cniel. While the target may
take those comments with apparent good humor, no one likes to
be ndiculed. When it happens, it
demeans the speaker more than
the person at which it is aimed.

the misprinted tripk dose Agiun.
short-term treaunent at the els-

Crossivonla

ori Tournament

CSR

DEAR DR. GOTT: I recent
ly wrote you regarding my experience with psoriasis tor which
my husband 14 pathologisr and
professor recommended that I
take fish oil and vitamin D3 I
had sers good results and wanted to share them with your read-

My reason as purely selfish
Having lost my son two years
ago,
will never expenence the
mother/son dance we were supposed to share at his wedding the
year he died
Is this crazy'' Horribly snappropnate Am I being too selfish'
) -SENTIMENTAL
IN
YONKERS
DEAR
SENTIMENTAL:
Please accept my sympathy for
the loss of your son
The
another/daughter dance ss something you need to discuss with
your daughter And her fiance
What you have in mind is unusual However. it would he selfish
only if you were to pressure your
daughter into a over her objections

ACROSS

sWeek

Important correction for
psoriasis treatment

di
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iim

22 Hogsheads
23 Beginning
26
27
28
30

Newlyvved title
Dolphins' city
Throw lava
Me opposite

32 Planet,
in verse
36 Galleon cargo
38 Miner's trough
41 Exclaiming
OVet

43 Autumn mo
45 Sense
47 Pistol
49 Monklike
52 Failing ttiat
54 Ga. neighoor

55 Marshal's
problem
56 Blow away
57 Feminine
principle
59 Ski lodge
instructor
60 Longbow
wood
6'3 NFL score
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lb Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-191.6 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
er stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5AKI p.m.•
'753-1927

Small
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REWARD OFFERED
Have you seen me'
Sandy. brown hair
Answers to Cawood
Last seen in the New
ProvedenceNew
Concord area,
Saturday morning
Oct 17th. Call 293-1873
or 753-6160 ft yOu have
information

GET THIS IXI
41)FOR ONLY
.175.00 PER
MONTH
CIALL 753-1916
• FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
Saturday Morning
- Market on the Square
„ Stubbiefiekt Farms
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME RENTALS
fiS.00- $30.00 for 2
'Actu11 sizes
Rrta's Neat Repeats
805. S.12th St
• FaNClothes 20% off
NOTICE
Advertisers aro
requested to check
first Insertion of
o
their ad for any
, error. Murray Ledger
TImes witl be
•.. tesponsible for only
„ crepe incomict Insertion. Any error
should be
reported immediadery so corrections can
be made.

"r•
THE Murray Ledger a
• Times considers its
Sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur.
;
:
,„43eaders u Sint./ thIS
▪ Anfomiation do so
their
own
risk
Although persons arid
ciorppanies mentioned
haitpon are believed to
•
. reputable, The
• iiituiray Ledger &
'
tines, nor any of rts
employees accept any
,responsibilay whets°, ever tor their activities

Adidas
For Sala
MARKETING
Pleasant voices for
easy phone work
No selling.
FulVPart-time.
Work Monday-Friday.
$7.25-$16 per luxe
Paid Weekty
762-9900
NOW
accepting
resumes tor the position of dental hygienist
Must be flexible and
willing to work ir, ttte
Pans Camden area
Work history and references must accompany
resume
Aftn•
Amanda Burrow, 405
Tyson Ave Suite A
Pans, TN 38242,
ST
A
Accountant/CPA - successful CPA firrn offering competitive salary'.
4 day work week 2yrs
public
accounting
expenence and BS in
accou r tl ng required
Email resume confidentially
to
Julie0sacora.corn

HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR/ DO YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED/ 270-2935806
MOTHER of 3 would
love to care for your
child in my home.
Days or nights. 270576-0127

JOHN Deere 210 lawn
mower. S700 9783040
SOFT top for 95 Jeep
Wrangler. 4 chrome
wheels. CaN 293-0986.

LARGE
SELECTION
hit D APPILEARE

TratiPt

CALL TO
.0X1WIYULC You
CW1,17 TODAY
(270)348-441

• DENTAL Office in the
Paros Camden area is
•.seeking highly motivated. canng, people per'''. kin for the posrtion of
'derhal
assistant
• Expenence is required
and registration is pre•
• leired Work history
and references must
.-- be included in resume.
Attn. Amanda Burrow,
4o5 Tyson Ave. Suite
A. Pans. TN 38242

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
'rectors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coon
collections
Paying
Blue Book value 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 121h,
Murray.
ATT
used
Good
Blackberry ceN phone
Call 270-435-4597 &
leave message

bjSCLAIMER
.
accessing the
-help wanted- section
.; on our classifieds
%selvage at
murray ledger coin.
' you wilt be redirected
to tohnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
thi, website
However. as a national
websitc. not all listings
on the iobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
Time, Please call
ie. if you have any
_ question, regarding
Mc Murray area
Irk listing, Thank you

BRAND new fire place
still in package 10,000
BTU LP gas, ventless.
$300 767-1936, 2937679

LPN/FIN Full-bine 2p10p. Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 Viir
Falhing. Mayfield KY.

DUCK & goose calls,
waders. camo clothes,
T.C. encore in/ powder, bullets & accs
rods, reels & lures
270-753-7461

Adidas
For Ilide
60" Vulcan Hotel &
Rest range. gas, 6
burner, 24" griddle.
double oven. convection and regular oven,
stainless exhaust hood
w/ fan Bought new
used in pnvate home.
$1,500 489-2613
8X10 Wood Storage
building, $900 obo
293-7257.

11W PAW.ah Electrical Joint Apprecticeship
Training dc Committee is accepting applications fin
apprenticeship ,m the first Friday of each month
hatuerii thr hours of 8,00 a m and n.00 p m.. al dm
A.TC. Office, located at 2110 Shade Tree Drive
Paducah. Kl 4201.13
All application, lk III aicepted without regard to
age. race. religion. gender. or national origin Ea,h
applicant must meet all basic requirements to be
eligible for an interview Requirements are. 17
years or age i I K at time of indenture high school
graduate. GED or Aisociates Degree. active driver,
lisense. birth certificate and proof ot one full credit
in Algebra I Applicants have 00 days from the date
of application to supply required information
Applicants will be required to take an aptttude te,t
to qualify tor an intersiew .Applicant, will be selected for apprenticeship in order ot their ranking trofil
the interview sessions.

-11E10414m
Bnehaven of Benton currentty accepting
applications for the following position: RN
tuff-time afternoon shift We offer oompetifive wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be iicensed in the State ot Kentucky
Apply In person at Britthaveo of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton. KY
42025 EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

WARD Ell RUNS

(270) 753 1713
Whirlpool Tiefrigerator
wfooe maker $275 00
Whirlpool Wall Oven
$175.00 Whortpool
Cooktop $75 00. All
Electnc. Benton. KY
(2709353-5003.

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water. sewer. tra.sh & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

Aeartments For Rant

%ergs For Rant

2BR duplex. C/FilA,
various
locations.
Colernan RE. 7539898
2BR Duplex, CM/A.
all appliances, newty
remodeled. 100343
Northwood. (270)7530259

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bodroom Apts
We accept Section

L_
Eiphinut
5000 Ford dieser P.S.
3600 Ford diesel P.S
8C) model. 801 Ford
super sharp gas, 150
M.F. P.S. gas_ 270623-6363. 270-7052907.

Firewood for sale. $40
rick. delovered. 492E1266.
Firewood 293-2487

WI

Homes For Mb

1980 14870 3BR, 2BA,
nuch
remodeled.
Poke:ling kitchen, new
lying room carpet, plus
6x8 shed, dryer, 3AC's, $4,200 *1Rrviera 227-4078

2EIR IBA, CA, &KS
ances. 10min from
Murray. 227-2336.
LARGE 313R 6295.
753-8012.
NICE 2814. party furnished.
$350.mo.
Pattereon Pt KY Lake.
270-436-6280.

OR 2tx apts nea
kAurray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109
1BR apartment. Ail utilities paid, w/d hook-up.
$550 per month plus
depose. 270-227-4325
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations.
Coleman RE 7539898
2BR apt partially fur
nished, some utilities
paid,
no
pets.
S300/rno 767-9037

264 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109

2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished,
ChliA. Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR. 2BA, Noce
duplex. 185
Cambndge. all-appli,
ances.
$600/mo.+deposit
(270)293-6788
4BR. CAVA, all appliances Coieman RE
753-9898.
908 Hillwood Dr.. 2BR,
2BA
$425/mo
Deposit, lease & references required 2273331
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnvc
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartment,
270-753-4556
TDD 1-800-545-11133
Ext. 263

liy

EQui, °poorly-wry -F.,1

HAZEL New one bedroom. Appirances.
water. sewer, trash,
electric. included.
$550/rno (270)4928211
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeted,
campus. C/H/A, W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 759-4696, 2934600
NEAR
University:
Extra large. 2BR, with
large living room. all
appliance.. Included.
w/d, Lots of closet
space.
CM/A.
$350/depoelt.
3350/mo. 270-7534560. flarn to 5pm for
appointment.

Apply8atv°
kAu
iche
r-Cr
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902 Nmoortnhda
wood
y, Dr

&
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!
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Sala& gapv Tete/taw&

2-BEDROOM 2-Bath
A TRIBUTE
House. completely
remodeled. centralheaVair washer/dryer,
all appliances tut
nished quiet location
In Honor of
near lake, no onside
JB Burkeen
pets, non-smoking,
$700.001month, one
T-4 US Army
year lease, deposit
1943-1946
and references
We are proud of your
required. 753-5719.
service to our country
2BR Newly Itilittit-Ndtduring WWII
eci New heating/AC
Your Family
units Stove, fridge,
W/D hook-ups. No
Only SII per spot • lone person, 20 word limit,
pets. Ref /tease/dep.
Doubbe spots: $18 • 40 viorti
Water, sewer, trash
paid. Cardinal Dr. in
aty $515 (270)7671176
2BR, 1BA. bnck. farrn
house 1109 Kicksey
Rd. Now available
Seeking couple for
long
term
rental
$600/mo, 1mo. secun'711114‘\MM.
ty deposit required.
Call 615-384-9258 and
leave message
"
41
0:
44,..
:31* '4.4
41.
11\1
7k416,,.

TO VETERAN'S DAY
November ti, 2009

Irtelnesday, November
at 140 p.m.

LPALER&TIMES
Classified Dept. 753-1916

3BR, IBA $5-- 5 per
month 978-0742.

TOP quanty
consignment furniture,
accessones and
antiques
Reed Interiors
60-3 Main St
753-63'61

Flniased
MOM COMPUTERS
Service,Sales
RepairsfUpgradiss
759.3656

NOTIC'E OF APPREN110ESHIP
OPPORTUNITY

3BR. 1BA, appliances
furnished. no pets. 1 yr
lease,
references
required 106 S. 13th
St $500/mo. $500
security deposit. 270-519 269b
HOUSE wfth garage
for rent in Hazel. KY,
must have references.
$450 month + $450
secunty (270)9787441
WATERFRONT For
Rent. 2BR, 2BA. completely furnished. More
info go to www.hamlinlakeretreatky.com or
436-5091.
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU S20-50
753-7668

UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH,
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
St. 759-2282 Fieanng
Impaired only 1-80°648-6056.
Equal
Housing Opportunfty.
VERY Nice Large.
2-Bedroom, 2-Bath
Duplex, compietely
remodeled. centralheatiair, washer/dryer.
al! appliances furnished. great location
no pets.
non-smoldng.
$650.00/month, one
year lease deposit
and references
required. 753-5719.
VERY Nice, 2Bedroom, 1-Bath
Duplex. centralheat/air. washer/dryer
all appliances furnished. great locatron
no pets.
non-smoking
$600 00/month, one
year lease. deposit
and references
required. 753-5719_

Study in paradise 9
miles from campus
515
Saddle
Ln I
$400'mo
206-883-6219

\i 11N 111.1 \
NMI s, I

Yard Salo

everstrWadiet.coa

YARD SALE
121
EDINBOROUGN

1440 sq.ft. bldg to
lease Great location
has gas heat. 9780402

DRIVE
FRIDAY
7:00-7
SATURDAY

PROFESSIONAL
office space for lease
Appx 1.500 sq.ft. 9780402

7:00-12:00
Old

new items

0f0ANTic INDOOR
MULT•PARTY
YARD SALE
1310 S 12TS1 ST
ACROSS FROM
DWAiN TAYLOR
SATURDAY
7:043.1 00
SUNDAY
12:0D-8:00

Commercail building
for sale Or lease. High
traffic. G7oat visibility.
978-0402.

5 week old boxer pup
pies, fawn & brindle 6
males,
3-females,
$250. 293-3467. 293G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
i270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Too many Items to list
Sornethng tor every
one Come see the new
srte ot Trends N
Treasure Merchants
Mali open soon

427e)

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
iSafe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
733-9600

GARAGE SALE
1320 OLIVE BLVD
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-12:00
Books, home decor,
kitchen stools, cooler
VB & leather purses,
gins clothes
141/2-16 1,2
holiday items

YARD SALE
1404 OAK HILL
DRIVE
FRIDAY
7:30-41k)
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Antique furniture.
chandeliers. clothes,
tools. household
items. gas stove like
new. lots cif stuff

Free Pallets

AKC Mini Pin puppies,
3-females, bom July 1.
2009. $350.00-plece,
parents on premises_
978- 1 550

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

CHIHUAHUA
pups
$200-$225 270-7485575
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Please No Phone Calls

MINIATURE
Dachshund puppies. 3
male blk & tan $100
each 719-688-3947

(6-gther Alto

Untstoek & Somers

Subscribe to the
MURRAY

KELLY FARMS

LEDGER&TIMES

For Sale
Wheat Straw bales
10 or more
$2.00 a bale
Square & round
bales. horse quality.

Home Delivery
3aro
......336.66

1F
YAR
3 FA
DOW
94E T
188,
ACRE
FOF
SATt

NEIGH
YAF
BA
OFF R
FR
SAI
7
Furni
clothes
decorat

6 ims.-....$55.06
Kest of KY/TN

AB Cake Mail
Subacrladoas

t

Nights: 753-8697

4Prar,ef & Swig*
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Lookin
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Local Mall
3 so..-.-....335.00
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1 yr. --..-.3110.00

Coll: 293-6755

If ize Un ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

792
ROAD
CAMI
SAI
7:i
Home c
clothe
plus, rr
sponcc
girls cloi
toys &

First Come - First Serve

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.

;di. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
729 S. 4TH ST.
Comma/121 S. J. Glesdak.
111X111 $25 10x15
(2701436-2324
2914906

YAI
1702 1

400

Con thoUlt

Wednesday. Fndas,
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
TDD °
A 1-800-648-8056
14""Un"

111111

Murray Ledger Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 49071
Or call (270)753-1916
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CIASSIFIEDS

Murray 1.edger & Times

GARAGE SALE
1551 CANTERBURY
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
7:30-4:30

PUBLIC AUCTION

Mx I pa
km Sp
tat pis
—

SPRING CREEK SUBDIVISION
FRIDAY 7:00-4:00
SATURDAY 7:00-12:00
PICture frames. art books, wood craft
items, jewelry, toys. clothes from

1 SA

sMail to big, boys clothes 18mo-size
6, swing set, tires & wheels,

[ 'VISA

Not responsible for acciderus. Lunch available.

rnisc !terns

r

illarif—
ird Se

44244s
,
S DAY

your
intry

a
a
a

40

VIES
16

Yard Sets

GARAGE SALE

I

320 OUVE BLVD
FRIDAY 8
SATURDAY
8:00-12:00
ooks. home decor,
then stools, cooler
B & leather purses.
gins clothes
141/2-16 1;2
holiday items

YARD SALE
1702 MAGNOLIA
DRIVE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
Furniture
bedding, clothes
mattress & box
spnngs toys,
lamps. misc too
much to mention

YARD SALE
231 EZELL RD.
94E TLIRN RIGHT
ON CLAYTON RD,
RIGHT ON
OUTLAND
SCHOOL RD, LEFT
ON EZELL RD.
FRI. 8 SAT.
8:00-7
Furniture. men's
clothing. cash.
register gas logs,
2 charcoal
5 PARTY
INSIDE GARAGE
SALE
792 WALSTON
ROAD OFF COLES
C AMPGROUND
SATURDAY
7:00-4:00
Home decor, ladies
clothes inciLding
plus. miens sues &
sportcoats. boys &
girls clothes. scrubs.
toys & car seats

YARD SALE
3 FAMILIES
DOWNSIZING

SATURDAY &
SUNDAY
8:00-7

NEIGHBORHOOD
YARD SALE
BAMBI CT.
OFF ROBERTSON
ROAD
FRIDAY 8
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Fumrture, toys.
clothes. appliances.
decorations & more

diets

)ck of
r & Times

rst Serve

le Calls

Ile

rTimEs:

1
Local Mail
irekwis.
ma. —...335.00 1
ae..—..$63.00 1
T. —.—..—.$110.00

Looking for (Moor
place for winter yard
sales? Call 227599a, 293 4160.
Spaces available
Saturday's &
Sunday's. $35 per
day $60 per
weekend. Set up
Thursday & Fnday.
Advertisement.,
anendant. checkout
provided.
Starts Oct. 24

1008 Southwood 4plex
280K. 978-0074

AN Other Mail
Subscriptions
........$75.00
an.

Zip

MA'

Call us we
will be
glad to
help.

_,

payment to-

Murray Ledger
& Times

& Times

42071
3-1916
4

was $59.900
Located on 160,000
acre Kentucky Lake
Enioy swimming pool,
waaeng trails. Orniste
park, more Excolient
financing. CaN now
1-800-704-3154 x
3293 kylakesale.corr
'
[Rots For MN
Land for sale 90K. 4.5
acre lot. Oaks County
Club Rd. 978-0053

My Service Does'? t C,,<t ft Pi; s.

•
=orrtinl'itc.,:ii& Ares
— ,zonvavivE:
.1
T AUCTION
-13
! -I
Sat-Oct. 3181 At 10:00 A.M.
5 Mem liettk 1/I Mums KY
"Alma Conaremettr 1114 Altai ltd
From

270-753-1916

436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling Clean out
garages. gutters. sunk
8 tree work.
ADAMS Nene
Improvement
Additions.
Remodeling. Roofing.
Vinyl Siding, Laminate
Floors,
Repairs,
Insured
227-2617, 474-0586
AKINS Construction
•floofing •Tree Serince
*Free Estimates
•Guaranteed
best
pncas around
270-703-2016

ASPli ‘I I
111-4),..
Mishit!,

Must see 1986 Honda

mac"'
7°°' verV
nice
N
I 7k4e7
. $1.500
270-2O5-

Murray Talcs Hwy 811 North 4 Mlles To Hwy 2003 YZ85. S1.800
464, Turn Right, Proceed Eart 1/2 NNW, Crossover fiffn• 270
'
4M-2667
it 1824 And Proceed On East MO Mlle!
- .What A •Sfarlieltief! .
Auto Parts
Auction Ilighltgatits tangy!
1-064 LOtS OfCaledi14
"
11
SPer
'
d The E '
'04 Dodge 4x4 Pickup.
4 Door.
Herni
'01 Kia Sportage 4x4
'90 Ford 3/4 Ton Pickup •'89 Chevy Corsica
'86 Chevy Suburban 4x4
'85 Chevy 4 Door Pickup,Utility Bed
'84 Chevy Dually, 4 Speed
'85 Isuzu 1 .on Flat Bed Dsl Truck
'92, '91,'89 Short School Buses, Automatics
18' Neckover Car Hauler Trailer w/Winch
Western Hauler Flat Bed
20' & 16' Neckover Trailers, New Tires
Many 2 & 4 Wheel Bumper Hitch Trailers
Two - Fishing Boats. Complete • Mowers
Whee! Barrows• Hyd Jacks• Floor Jacks &
Stands • Tools,Tools, Tools, Hand Tools Of
Every Description • Tc;ol Boxes • Chain
Saws • Welders • Cutting Torches •
Portable Air Tanks • Large Shop Air
Compressors • Chop Saws • Grinders •
Drills • Hand Power Tools • Work Tables •
Band Saws • Nuts, Bolts • 4 Wheeler Tires
& Wheels • Car & Truck Tires & Wheels •
Generators • Motor Lifts • Truck Tool Boxes
Hand Carts • Step Ladders • Extension
Ladders• Large Fans • Pressure Washer •
Shop Stoves • Deer Stands • Bows &
Arrows • 12 Ga Single ShOt Shotgun • 22
Automatic Rifle ........ B Allis Tractor• King
Cutter Disc For ATV Of Garden Tractor
COMPLETE CASH SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
For Pictures And Details Visit
vvv.rw.jamearcash.com

JAMES
R. CASH
'1—`,.': :,,,,:-.:!,E:: y c:,i. E:,-,y-,2:-_,,-,,-.. ;
.
_
.
- ._ . —
7:ANC). Ftc!,' .c. 270-623-846E
I iir-- eoliiiii. kiee ...-...

753-9562
438-2867 Lamb s
Professional Trca
Service Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured Emergency
293-1118

USED TIRES
14. 1-5. 16 inch
• •Starting at 520
mounted

. 759-115111
753-1537 .
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

I 14 tVIS
I'.

ill

Call 7534606
I
; 1'
lissa Cars
1964 Chevy SWB
9d/vehile• 95% cHICPnal. $11,000
1985 Chevy 2500
Surburban. blueigray.
$1,200.
293-1437.
1950
outh Club
Coop. All original.
1°°ks & run& great•
Asking 57,000. 767
1916i 291'7679'
,
IL
Uesit becks
,977

.
Cne
— vy Silveraeo
4x4
guud
truck.
•
S1,500. Call 4139-2278
Capri

1990 Sun Line 25',
nice. Call 804-3260.
i
435-4249
-----

1 I

‘‘

711-7531)379
Custom bulldozing
and trackhoe work.
land cleanng,
unoertrushing. pondS,
lakes ana waterways
Free estimates
Gene Part.er
293-1005
753-5e3e
even.ngs teaye
message
CUSTOM BULLDOZING
et_and-rieartng
.4..irxiertirushieg •Ponds
M..akes .s/Valenveys
F,ee E alienates
22 years exp
293-0371
FOR aN you roofing.
vinyl, metal porches
dedis and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156

I*Am

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
te.:1(4
OR
aPP,

trona PAT V., arid. rtrt
• $2'd GOO
Contact
Paim Byqdr
• Lake Realtor.
,
it ICA? 1.544
6,171 E Antroch Rot
Bur ti.e1.1-1 TN 3822

1 1 ,000-SQ.FT. home
in country, 6BR, 6BA,
edoor pool, gyrnrsasium. (26' tall ceiling),
5acres lake, lots of
oiitside decks, 5 acres
up to 90acres. 5592032.
2BR older home on 5
acre (mru in SW
Calloway Co.. vinyl
siding, 1 -car garage,
asking $80.000 2939934 or 293-8156.
ENERGY saving new
home, 2,244 sq.ft.
under roof, 3BR. 2BA,
(cath ceilings). 2 car
garege, concrete drive,
patio & front porch. no
city taxes. $8,000
rebate. first time buyers. 210-3781, 5592032.
MUST sambas, 4BR,
1 5BA, newly remodeled, located at Hardin,
550,000
270-7531952

New 2-4
liesteusers hams la
Muesli& beets.
8G

r.
Visa

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT
2+ ACRE LAKE LOT
VW FREE BOAT
SLIPS!
Just
S24,900

DAN MILLER (270)435,4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
v‘ww.danmillerauciloneercom

INSIDE

94E TO 280 TO
188, SCENIC
ACRES. WATCH
FOR SIGNS

YARD SALE
1404 OAK HILL
DRIVE
FRIDAY
7:00-4.00
SATURDAY
7:00-12 00
Antique furniture.
iandehers. clothes.
tools, household
PMS, gas stove like
'sew, lots of stuff

Murray Ledger 1. Dutra Fair
lialusims Ail Notice
All real ewiesammiled herein
Nelerai Fair
H▪ oenig Pak Mill nukes it
soksIllse any roolwateist ihkrunnaeke bawd ea ask dm
etale mewed
et Neerice to =le wiy sit
=
s
leilltellans or
hal
SUM Mara forbid doerleriallen
in the wk. mad or Wreaking
or real estate based on factors m
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowmgh accept any
ad.-twang for leaf estate whidi
I, not in viordhon or the latv All
persons Are hen+, informed
litat all dwellings ad,erivard are
.
adatile on an equal °potentnrn basis
For further assounce WItil FAO
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA ounsel
Rene
(7933)64A1000

llatt
Li sisProserty
— —I

RCN toill
Ind
Lscensed & Insured
All:tubs hig or small

Nice large timing table with chairs. nice dining table & shairs
w/server & china Labinet - niLe sofas - re%. liners - odd chairs - nice
lamp table sets - king bed, twin beds, hunk beds - nice full
bed
whiew Setts Perfect mattress & box springs - nice quilt tiox - corner cabinet - color ts •s - old rocker - metal bed card table & chairs
- Dew 6 string Francision - 4 string banjo electric sewing machine
- old trwiks - Warm Morning gas heating stose w/fan - 16 drawer
metal organizer - wood lathe - air compressor - Wurlitzer mano bookshelves - odd chest & vanity - bakers rack - large wine rack
&
storage - 3 like new Maxx air portable fans - large drafting table metal tool cabinet - nice frost free refrigerator - super nice sectional sofa wood office desk - freezer chest type - auto washer - 7'
box blade small tra.ting grader box - small leaf rake - 300 gal. fuel
tank - 2 water trough for line stocks. This is only partial listing
Will be an all das auction

GARAGE SALE
1405 TABARD DR.

—1111/.11 LEL

i986
24 noun sainica

At the ihin Miller Auction Barn. Lynn Grove. K1'.
From Mayfield, K I take Hwy.80 East to Hwy. 121 through
Coldwater,
to Hwy. 1836 So. Follow to auction. Frees
Murray, K1' take Hwy.94 West to Lynn Grove. Signs posted.

seaVcarner, lung & queen bedding,
brass fireplace screen. fireplace utenSits, 2 bathroom mIrrOrS, yard piugger,
men's XL-2XL CI011leS, rriereS jeans &
Shorts 38-40, M1sc iterns

Fit II ut

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOuNCENIENTS

Saturday, Oct. 24, 2009•10 a.m.

Thomas train table. infant and toddler
Clothes. toys. books, stroller, car

kDLINL5

1 bursday, October 22. 2009 • 5ll

211.7872
REDUCED!
3BR, 1-1/2 Beth,
beautiful large comer
lot, lots of storage.
759-2475
WHY rent when you
can own,Save 8K first
time home buyers
130K house for sale
949-322-1495

Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Oct. 24th 10:00 a.m.
Mrs Glynda Burnett ts Liquidating Her Home
Excellent Starter or Rental Home
Real Estate sells at 11:00 a.m.

OPEN HOUSE
Thesday, Oct. 20th •4 to 6

16' Potarcraft boat. 25
HP johnson Motor
(2005; electnc start
trailer. foot control
trolling motor. fish bee
tor, complete crappie
set-up $2,400. Moto
Guide trolling motor
711b thrust, 24 volt
very tow use, $300
270-978-0325.

$15 & up Will mow
lawns. Adult owned &
operated
270-9785655

419 South 8th Street, Murray, KY
Lot Size 55x250
Personal Property. Three Secretary's, Sleeper
Sofa, Coffee Table/End Table, La-Z-Boy,
Grandfather Clock, One Double Bed. Cedar
Bedroom Suite from the 50's, Appliances.
Kitchen Table, Glassware, Odds and Ends
dishes. Treadmill, Vinyl Records. Linens.
Sewing Products, etc.

IT'S RABIN= TIME
Great Location: 641 South sscamort. turn
left to sth %wt.turn len. folio,
* signs

AUCTIONS
(270)753-9090

Lic. PI136
Nino 104 &Oen Prennuan Arkin! rn lora, Sul on peruiral Red.
Property 10% down day or sale no real ...rate All
'At IN ant
Foul Full Serrlernear Day ol ryabr Caitt Bank env. or
Pee. Appoied CONN All Announiernero dr, or ure rake.
preterit-nee over en, otheT
A douron

Fix Ole
VERY Stately home!
Beautiful landscaping.
Circle drive in front,
screened porch and
oourtyard Great family
room. hardwood floors
Just move nght in!
4 large bedrooms 2
baths walk to Murray
High You won't be disappointed $169.900
Call Barbara Campbell
Campbell Realty 270293-7874

t
114
R% I( I
mowing, Mann ttring
t and,
.
apinKS.
iyot a.truming
loaf:non guarani., ri
771.4- 1816 - 227-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
-Flemodellng
'Screened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*tome/ Mobile Home
Repair
a36-5617

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming. removal.
stump grinding. firewood. Insured. 489'2839.

H

c,,1%...
‘
,41•
s \.‘(.1‘il

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

m9-un.293-2711.3
2,3.27s4

DRYWALL repair
painting. Free estimates. 270-873-9916.

•Dtvorce with or wrthour
with
children $95
FREE name change
documents (vote only)
and marital settlemere
agreement Fast and
easy Call us 24 hns/ 7
days 1-888-789-0198
AUCTIONS
YINDIAN
ARTIFACT
AUCTION- Sat Oct
31, Holiday Inn North
Lexingtor Over 300
Museum grade rehcs'
Clovis Dovetails and
Cumberlandsi
tor
information and catatog, 1-800-466-3836
BUSINESS
SERVICES
•Disn
Network.
$19.99/mo. Why pay
more tor TV? TOO.
channels FREE 4rooni Install. FREE HDDVR Plus $800 signup bonus. CaN now! 1.866-240-3844
FOR SALE

3301 St. Rt 1211N.
753-808.7

HOUSE Husband
All types of home
repairs No lob too
small.
270-519-8155
iNSTALLATION, repair
& maintenance on
doors & operators.
Residentsal & commercial Locally owned &
operated 293-2357.
435-4049

*Central
Kentucky
Premier Heifer Sale.
Saturday. October 31,
2009. 1:00PM. Marion
County Fairgrounds,
Lebanon KY Selling
175 Spring Calving
Herfers. See website:
www.heifersales.com
David
Sandusky
(270)692-7793

•Expenenced
phlebotomists. paramedics,
MD's. LPN's, MA's
needed for Daytirne
Mobile
Insurance
Examinations $16-30
exam
KY
and
Southern IN Detail onented.
independent
contractor work E-mail
resume:
gpd insightbb.com

JONES
ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
Fres estimates
(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355
titrti'err., A 'AC .
• H. • a't
1 ny' a v.., 1'
(.41,1,(1 4 1%01141, ri

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

(270) 436-2228
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free esti
mates Phone 4362562, 227 0267

Ky Health Training
Nurse Aide Training
Phlebotomy training
Lexingtoo
Georgetown
Day
Night, Weekend classes 869-963-2901, 888'2 7 4
2 0 1 8
vnyw nurseaidetrainingcentercum

Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 20 years Tree
service also Call Don.
Murray area 5198570

um for such a boric!
snaN be included in the
base bid as an after
nate Misch may or may
not be accepted
TODO COUNTY FISCAL COURT AND
COOEL1. CONSTRUC
110N COMPANY
PET/PET SuPPLIES

Flea
*Happy
Jack
Beacon Controls fleas
•ADVERT1SEMENT
,n the home wrthout
FOR BIDS
expensive pesticides'
TODD COUNTY FIS- Results overnighe At
States
CAL COURT (OVVNER) Southern
recerve proposals *NM happyiecianc corn
through
Codell
REAL ESTATE
Constructior Company
Lot f3LOW OUT
eake
(CM) to furnish eN labor
and materials to corn- 2. Acre Lake tot ve
owe the Site Grading Free boat slips! Just
and Drainage Package $24,900 was $511,900
for the TODD COUNTY Located on 100,000
JUDICIAL
CENTER acre Kentucky Lake
located at 204 WEST Enjoy swimming pod.
MAIN STREET. ELK- walking trails, •griyate
TON, KV 42220. Work park, more Excellent
is to be performed in Ilnanang. Cal now 1accordance with plans, 800- 704-3154 x3299
specifications
and kylakesale corn
addenda preeared bY
'TRUCK DRIVERS
JKS ARCHITECTS &
HELP wANTED
ENGINEERS (ARCHITECT).
Trucking
SAARCUM •B1H
Drive,
ENGINEERING Company
(MECHANICAL AND Trainees Needed! No
ELECTRICAL ENGI- CDL- NG PROBLEM'
NEER), jKS ARCHI- Eam up to S900/ smelt
TECTS & ENGINEERS Company
endorsed
(CIVIL
ENGINEER), COL Training
Job
and K&S ENGINEER- assistance Financial
ING (STRUCTURAL assistance 888-78°ENGINEER)
5539
NOTICES

•SAWMILLS
FROM
ONLY
$2.990 00-- Drawn-ins, specificaConvert your LOGS TO tions. and the protect
VALUABLE LUMBER manual
may
be
with your own Norwood obtained by cootacting
portabie band sawmill PADUCAH
BLUELog Wielders also avail- PFIINT 0 270/444abie.
norwood- 6171
Questions
sawmills cormi300n
should tie directed in
Free Information. 1 - writing to the C M 's
800-578- 1 363-Ex1300- attention JOHN
N.
HAGAN
CODELL.
Codell
ConstructIon
HELP WANTED
CompanyP 0 Box 619,
*Motivated? Good with 625 Trade Avenue.
People? Love the Sun? Eddyville. KY 40238
Free to Travel? Call PHONE. (270) 388Phil at 888-890-2070. 5122 FAX: (270) 388Paid Training and Free 5175
E-MAIL:
Transportation.
ihcodellOcodellconstruction.com
INSTRUCTIONAL
A complete set of
•Attend Coilege Online
Drzwirgs.
from Home 'Medical.
Specifications, and the
'Business, 'Paralegal.
•Accounting, 'Criminal protect manual requires
a refundable depost. of
Jusbce Job placement
S75 00 payable to
assistance. Computer
TODD COUNTY FISavailable. Financial aid
COURT
cwalified. Call 866- CAL
4 6 0 - 9 7 6 5 Bids will be due by
wer.v.CerturaOnline.co October 22, 2009 at
rn
2:00 PM. and wiN be
•FREE HEAVY EQUIP- opened at the TODD
COUNTY
COURTMENT
OPERATOR
FISCAL
TRAINING Must be HOUSE.
LAID OFF. Coltecting COURT ROOM, 202
EAST WASHINGTON
Unemployment
or
STREET, ELKTON, KY
exhausted
benefits
Each bid
Funding Thru STATE 42220
WIA Program AMERI- must be accompanied
by a 5*.:, Bid Bond. No
CAN HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 866,- Bidder rnay withdraw a
bid submitted for a pen280-5836
od of sixty (60) days
LIVESTOCKILIVEafter the date set for Me
STOCK FOR SALE
opening of bids

MEDICAL
HELP WANTED

YOUR AEI
- COMO BE
HERE FOR
ONLY S75.00
IMI0a1THCALL 7S3-491e.
227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
*Remodeling
•Adairions
•Decks
•Porches
•Pole Bams
*Laminate Floors
*Tile
iMobile Home-Repair
iPoof-Overs
•Underpinning
Larry Nimrno

*ADVERTISERS You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as lone as $250 wet.
one order one payment FOf informabon
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or caN KPS
1-502-223-8821

A pre-bid conference is
scheduled for October
15, 2009 at 2:00 PAA at
TODD
COUNTY
COURTHOUSE, FISCAL COURT ROOM.
202 EAST WASHINGTON STREET, ELK TON. KY 42220 Ail bidders are urged to attend
this meeting.

•COL-A Flatbed Drivers
Up to .40t Good benefits, home time. paid
vacation Lease purchase available. OTR
expenence required
No felonies 800-44i 4271 xKY-100
*DriversMiles
&
Freight Positions avail
able ASAP! COL-A with
tanker required. Top
pay. premium benefits
and MUCH MORE! Gaff
or visa us online 8T7
484-3061 maw oakleytransport.COM
*Flatbed Company &
0/0 Dnvers Needed
0/0 Must have own
trailer and equipment
Excellent pay & behe'Ms, Horne weekends
Low Deadhead Miles
Call k4-F earn-5pm
800-5L5-3383 ext 106
Or Apply Online ai
ttexpress.com
*FREE COL CLASS-A
TRAINING Must be
LAID OFF Collecting
Unemployment
or
exhausted
benefits
Funding thru STATE
WIA Program, Must
meet
hiring
Requirements of Minor
Trucking Companies
Financing
options/
hation reimbursement
also available TRUCK
AMERICA TRAiNING
866-244-3644
*OwnerOperatorsDrive w' an industry
leader, Towne Air needs
Daycabsi Tractors ano
Solo Sleepers 10 years
or newer COL-A w
Ha.rmat, 2 yrs verifiable
expenence, pass preemployment physical
drug
test
Email
lack.murphy Otowneair
com e68-234- 7476

•PTL OTR Onvers New
The Pei:3.feet is to be
Pay Package! Great
complete within 60 calMiles! Up to 46cprn 12
endar days from the
months
expenence
date of the olliciai
required No felony or
Notice to Proceed. and
DO past 5 years. 877liquidated damages are
740 6262
wene.ptl$1,000.00/day thereafter. if the completion
Mina mu Owed
date is not met
Successful
Bidders
Mir piper are
may be required to furpesesse
lop%
en ear webnish
a
Performance and Labor
eite for trest
and Matenal Payment •
Bond for this Project
The cost ot the preme
' Cerset
I

srtrrEsetaa
CONSTRUCTION
ks
en m- ~WO

pia
•RoolIng -Shoetree*
Winter -Remodels
8 more
nem%

(no)en-s341
(no)873-2467

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so et
their
own
nsk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed tc
be reputable, The
Ledger
Murray
&
Times. nor any Of 115
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever tor tneir activities

WEtT
Calloway
County
Development
Coon
-*Track hoe, dozer,
backhoe work & SePtic
systems. top soil
gravel for sale We FREE rep„Aired leniaie
es
2Vr
sse:',om
c* Reuood
build you a Home to JNaeecis
spayed. very loving
Suite your Needs
270-210-3781.
270-559-2032

www.mirra)ledgef

6B • Thursday, October 22, 2009

Murray Ledger & Times

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
MSU Eagle Gallery New CD out now from
opens 'Creatures' Murray native Conklin
exhibit this Friday
Special to the Ledger

Photo provided
Marie Weitz's "Night Owl,"
(pictured) a carved, painted,
and collaged wood piece, is
featured
in
the
Eagle
Gallery's
exhibit,
new
"Creatures Great and Small."

The opening reception for the
new exhibit, "Creatures Great
and Small," will be at 6 p.m.
Friday at the Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery on the sixth floor of
Murray State University's Fine
Arts Center. The exhibit will run
through Dec. 6.
Since human beings have
been creating images and
objects, animals - both real and
fantastic e endured as compelling subject matter for a vanety of reasons. Many contemporary artists use attimals to examine a wide range of issues
including: spiritual, ethical.
social, political, environmental,
and personal. This exhibition
aims to explore how and why
artists depict animals as a way to
better understand our selves and
our world.
In other Eagle Gallery news,
artist Anastasia Ward will give a
free parent/child public workshop on Saturday for kids ages
9-12. The participants will learn
about basic circuitry by building
motion detectors and switches
out of household objects, then
using those switches tc control
lights. sound, and motors. Call
Becky Atkinson at 809-6734 for
more information.

Arts in the Revlon
• There
be an Orchestra
Concert at 8 tonight(Thursday)
in Murray State University's
Lovett Auditorium. The Quad
State String Festival will be at 5
prn. Saturday in the same location
• The 40+ Funk Band wiii play
tonight (Thursday) at the Big
Appie Cafe There wiil be a special Wednesday night ShOW fedtunng Guenlla Poetry arid Read
Listen. Play.. and Halo Stereo
will play. next Thursday. Oct. 22
Music starts at 9 p.m There is a
cover charge and weekend
shows are limited to ages 21 and
older
• Authot Barry Kitterrnan will
give a roading at 7:30 tonight
(Thursday) at the Clara kg
Eagle Art Gallery on the sixth
floor of ArISU's Doyle Fine Arts
C-enter.
• Murray State University's
Cinema International series
presents Carol Reed's 1949
classic noir classic, 'The Third
Man." starring Joseph Cotten
and Orson Welles, at 7.30 p.m.
tonight (Thursday), Friday and
Saturday in the Gums Center
Theater. The cntically acclaimed
2008 Swedish vampire movie.
'Let the Right One In,- will play
at the same times Oct. 29. 30
and 31.
• 'Working Class Hero: A
Tnbute to John Lennon." will be
at 7:30 p.m. Friday at Western
Kentucky
Community
and
Technical College's Clemens
Fine Ails Center.
• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
Screamiest
'09
Friday.
Saturday
and
Sunday.
Featured movies include 1974's
Mel Brooks classic. "Young
F rankenstein," 1921's German
expressiontsho landmark, -The
Cabinet of Dr. Gilligan," 1920's
'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,"
George A. Romero's 1966 classic, "Night of the Living Dead.1974's cult hit, -The Texas
Chainsaw
Massacre,- and
1933's 'King Kong." For details
and show times, visit wenv.maidenalleydnerna.org.
• The Lakeland Artisans'
Guild Third Annual Fall Fine Art
and C.raft Show will be, Saturday
and Sunday at Broadbent
Square in Cadiz

Special to the LIPCIver
"Violtnguistics." featunng
Murray native Dr. Scott A.
Conklin, is now available at
University Book and Bean.
Conklin regularly appears as a
recitalist, soloist, chamber musician, orchestral player, and clinician throughout the United
States and Europe, and he is also
Assistant Professor of Violin al
the University of Iowa School of
Music. Conklin has perfotmed
as a soloist with numerous
orchestras,
including
the
Louisville, Nashville arid Berlin
Symphony Orchestras. He also
holds the honorary distinction of
being a Kentucky Colonel,
title given to him by Gov.
Wallace G. Wilkinson.
Albany Records released
Conklin's album of new
American contemporary compositions with pianist Alan
Huckleberry on Sept. I .
"Violinguistics:
American
Voices- features works by Kevin
Beavers, William Bolcom,
Ching-chu Hu, Joel Puckett,
Kevin Puts and Bright Sheng.
Conklin is a graduate of die
Cleveland Institute of Music
(Bachelor's of Music - Summa
Cum Laude) and the University
of Mictugan (Masters of Music
arid Doctor of Musical Arts Summa Cum Laude). He also
graduated from Murray High
School with Honors where he
participated in the Speech Team

Photo by Terry utile
JEKYLL & HYDE:"Jekyll & Hyde: The Musicar continues this
Fhday and Saturday at 7 p.m. and Sunday at 2:30 p.m. and
finishes its run next week. For tickets, visit w.w..playhouseinthepark.net or by call the box office at 759-1752 jacob Hein
of Mayfield (pictured) plays the titie roles.

Conklin
(Mark Etherton), Theatre, and
the Concert Choir. Scott's commitment to community service
started when he was a little boy
and continues even today by
performing at the Murray
Calloway County Hospital on
Christmas Day for all of the
patients and medical staff.

(c\sc'

To My Valued Customers:
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
presents the Stars of Tomorrow
Sher* at 8 p.m. Saturday. For
tickers, call (270) 527-3869 or 1888-459-8704
• Mara Mil be a Concert
Choir
concert,
"Organ
Dedication," at 8 p.m. Tuesday
at MSU's Lovett Auditorium.
• The 2001 cult hit. 'Donnie
Darko," starring „lake Gyfienhaai,
will play at 7 p.m. Tuesday at the
Curris Center Theater as part of
the student-run Tinseltown
Tuesdays film series
• Copper Hoof will play at at
8.30 p m Tuesday at Nick's
Famity Sports Pub
• Paducah's Carson Center
presents the O'Jays at 7.30 p.m.
next Thursday, Oct 29. For tickets, call (270) 450-4444 Of \titan
thecarsoncenter.org.
•The OcTUBA Festival will be
at 6 p.m. next Thursday, Oct. 29
at the Performing Arts Hall in
MSU's Doyle Fine Arts Conter
To add an event to the arts
calendar. contact Hawkons
Teague
at
753- /916 or
hteague rnurrayiedger.com.

The time has come for me to branch out on my own
again. I want to thank youfor allowing me to groom your
pet for the last two years at Westside. 1 have chosen to
continue what 1 love and what 1 have donefor the past 19
years, and that is Mobile Pet Grooming. 1feel that mobile
grooming provides the ultimate in pet care, allowingfor a
siress-free envirorunent for your pet and myse*. 1 would
be honored to continue providing quality grooming service al your home or business in my professional grooming
van. For detailed information, you can visit my website
at: wwwyourmobilegroomercom, or contact me at(270)
978-2872 to schedule art appointment. Open M-F, 7-7:
Sat. 9-1.
Again, thank you and 1 hope to see you again soon.
Sincerely. Diane Jackson
- A Cut Above Mobile Pet Grooming

Pti q-tcontino
(
7)tant
Full Service Grooming at Your Cott
'orr+etitively Priced • Air Conditioned/Heated Van
Warm Water Bathing •Using All Natural Products
33+ Years Experience • Mnlog4e Pet Discount
Senior Citilen DiSCOUitt • Satisfaction Guaranteed

NEW MENU
Great Cajun Fooci, Fresh Seafood, New Orleans Style
Favorites, & Still the same Keg Favorites!
Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coaet Oysters, PO' boys,
Blackened Fish, Steaks & Chicken
Kemocielecl Game Room & New Private Room with 131g
Screen H17 TV and Surround Soundi
Call For Reservation,
Great for Game Day Parties. Birthdays, Lunch Meetings.
Ive.r5Ane5, Chnstmas Partlee, or ,iust a tilht. out v,ith friend,
"

spnws
Monday

i .Nppoizers dunng Monday Night Football
S 39 Peel & Eat Shrimp $.69 Oysters on the half shell

Tuesday:

S.19 Peel & Eat Shrimp S.69 Oysters on the half shell
lonny Mac & Kyle Acoustic Show 8.30
close

Wednesdays: Gniied or Blackened 12 oz. Pibeye. Baked Potato &
Salad $12.99
Boiled Crawfish $4.99 per pound
Karaoke at 8:30 till close
Thursday:

All You Can Eat: Crab Legs. Crawfish. Shnmp &
Mussels - nux and match or have all four S24.94

Friday:

Catfish, Frog Legs, and other greai seafood specials
Piano Man Terry Humptire),.. at 8:00 till close

Saturday:

Great Seafood Specials all day
Live band starting at 9:00 p.m. till close

www.yourmobliegrootner.com

By Appt: 270-978-21172
M-F 7am-7 pm,Sat.9 atn-1 pm

The Tony Logue Band

Watch Me Calloway Countyfakers
as thev take
on the

HopliiiiS C way
Central S
Catch all of-the action on
Friday, October 23rd at
7:30 pm on
.2_2.=re. ANL

• Saturday will be the final
day for the Market House
Theatre's 'River City Ghost
Walking Tours: Legend and
Lore " Tour times are 6. 6.45.
7'10, 7:30, 8.15. and 9 p m. For
tickets. call (270)444-6828

ft

